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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA, FLORIDA, DECEMBER 11, 1968

Subscription Rate
$4 per year

Quarter System ·Rally
Set Today At 21n Mall
"WE'VE BEEN wol'king for
eight months. .We thought we
were making progress, but we
.weren't."
The Student Govern:inent
(SG), under the direction of
The SG Senate has voiced
protests about -the three-hour
Sen. Steve Anderson will hold
courses in the past, obtaining
a '1protest rally" ta d a y
student representatives for all
against the quarter system,
curriculum determining committees in all _departments of
the university.
Anderspn believes t h a t
proper implementation of the
.
.
quarter system should involve
more five-hour quarter courses than are presently offered
by the University.
"The ·majority of comparaThree N e g r o P.3trolmen cision to hire the Negroes was Richardson worked as a ble Universities across the najoined USF's campus security _his alone and not an adminis- groundsman ll!ltil his recent tion which are now on the
Quarter Calendar have sysforce this quarter - the first trative order from higher up. switch to patrolman.
_Willie McGee worked in tems based upon 5-credit
Negroes to be employed in - ,"I felt that since we have
such a ·capacity in the eight- an integrated university we maintenance before joining. courses, " Anderson said.
year history of the University. should have an integrated po- the . force . Another Negro in
ANDERSON
commented:
maintenance was given the "You think it's bad now, wait
The three officers, Willie l.ice force ," he said.
Gardner added that the chance of joining the for~e _but till next year. We're not going
McGee, Charles Richardson
·
Negro
officers could "be of in- declined the change.
to sit around and wait."
and Arthur N:orth, joined the
I
Arthur North, the third
Anderson pointed out that
force in July when five new valuable assistance in any
positions were added to · the disturbances - on campus iii- Negro officer, was formerly the percentage of five-hou;r
department. USF security valving Ne -g r o students." ·employed by Burns Detective courses is being decreased
·
while, the percentage' of
chief James Garner- said that Gardner emphasized t h a t Agency.
Of
the
three,
only
Richard- three-hour courses are being
the reason for the previous th.ere hadn't been any such
lack of Negro officers was the situations yet nor were any son fails · to fulfill Garner's 'increased.
Five hour courses from 15
anticipated, but that "sending personal requirement · that
lack of Negro applicants. ·
"We just never had any Ne- a Negro officer in with a USF security officers should per cent in 1967, 12 per cent-in
1968 to a projected 8 per cent
groes applying before," ,be white officer could· ease ten- be retired from the military.
1
·in 1969.
· ·
By'JOHN GUGGENHELi\l
"someone ' to love her." Still of a tape recorder, tuner, am- handy-man type might want
GARN
ER
EXPLAJNEP
sions
if
a
situation
did
arise."
said. "Partly . I imagine bethat- the requirement_ had
And three-hour ·C o u r s e s
S~ff wn"tt;r ·
another wants an . electric plifier, record player and to try a dune-buggy car kit,
cause the salary has been so
TWO OF THE new officers two-fold aim. "~tired mili- from 37 per cent in 1967, 46
hairsetter for those sleepless stand. The standard item sells which can be easily assemlow before. It's improved· conmoved into the security force t9-ry men ha_v e an income sup- per cenf in 1968, and a proAsk any college student nights. ,
for $1,564.60.
bled over a Volkswagen chassiderably recently,_though.
from other positions on cam- plement which is necessary
what they want for Christmas
The male students were a
IF YOU want more than sis. The body of fiberglass
jected 52 per cent in 1969.
''WHEN THESE new posi- pus. Charles Richardson ran with the salary paid patrol"The present implementa- and they wµl probably tell bit more re.alistic. Dn'e musweighs only 127 pounds and
tio f th
uarter system a
functional lighting for your
tions opened up, I was deter- the bus shuttle to St. Peter:s- men.
.
features flared fenders, big
e
q
,
•
you
the
trim!;!ster
syste~,
a
cheod
j!Jnior
said
he
wanted
pad,
there
is
a
polished
n
mine.d to add some Negro offi- burg which operated when
,Also, these aider men are system based on taking less Jaguar XKE, straight A's and
new 650 Triumph motorcyrear seat,. and a large dashUSF first opened. Wh_en the n;wre likely to have children · courses per term, puts au .
, ,/
d
chrome and plastic tube lamp
cers to the force."
board. All' this , in psychedelic
stu
ent that sells for $288.
Garner stressed that the de- shuttle w a s discontinued, of their own of .about college undue strain on th~ s~dent: - ~ : •. •. ·Probably anything fan- cle._' An · industrious
,
legy;lator said very pr.ecisely
Faberge is offering a 12" colors for only $395.
And the , nO d m ight to
age and are consequently less ~h;
_Romantic young co-eds can.
·tr
rde'~h
e~d
s
.
tastically
imp0ssij)le.
Howev-·
"money,"
One
frat
man
said
1
·
•
.
.
·-· ,
. •·
.
.
p as ti c ball c,on_ta·mmg
seven .
Iili:ely to fly off the handle. ''1-s en , e sru .
er, . most ~aJor t ~ ,aglll!ne s - he was ge'ttin~ Just 'What .he ,, RQunds -..•of their' Kiku bath buy..,·a . ~ ouble wi\:ker picnic .
i!rhey.: will tend .to hE! m ore un- - THE~1PUR-JlO_SE of _oda· s-~s
lS~eS·J)p:Ctur.e t?e~ ' canted. 'fol" ~ a s -,-- a, powder- 1or$25.
-:--, baske1' with a service for"four
derstanding wi~ -the_students · , y will be tq mform fpe stu- "_oizarr and mta4giQl.e.,,wP,i,le ( new sportscar. He - said he
The · most spectacular chair for only $100. This could alliez:.e."
dents of the problems, protest most students will ·wind, up didn't know what kind yet be- designed this year is made of ways come in handy for those
the implementation -of the with a i;weater or a bottle. of cause he hadn't decided.
molded fiberglass and makes' long camping trips with ·t he
quarter system at USF; and perfume.
, girls.
For those who also haven.'t . ,1lil ideal gift: It is suitable for
When you completely run
let th _falcuty ~now tha~ SG is
'·ONE STUDENT ·said she decided or if you run out of indoors · and outdoors, floats
out
af ideal gifts you can go
·. uld like a t rip
. to Mexico,
.
on \nater,
sl1'des "'
"own ski
not
gomg to ·sit by, said. An- wo
derson.
1"deas wh en you ,re SI·tt·
- mg ·on
,.
into
the lower price ranges.
Students of piano playing, sented by Evelyn Swarthout,
Anderson plans to discuss w.hile anothe~ asked for an en- Santa's lap, Esquire magazine . slopes, or simply stays put, How about a $50 Burlington
teachers, an d performers American pial)ist and , chairother problems, ·such as the gageme~t -rmg. Another suggests a Telefunken Acusta $240. ·
vinyl suitcase with pigeonhave an opportunity to study man of the piano depar:tment
shortened eight week summer dreamy-eyed co-ed a1?ked for sound system which consists
THE MORE adventurous or holes · for 24 pairs of women's
at close range the Tobias Mat- at the American University in
term, but will concentrate
hose? The , Soldier Shop in
thay Prin-ciples of Piano Play- Washington, . D.C. at 2 P-lll· ·
mainly on the course credit
New York City offers World
ing at a Matthay Piano Festi- Thursday and 9 :30 a.m. Frisituation.
War I scale models of planes
val and Workshop beginning day in FAH ·101. Miss SwarSen. Cindy Blumenfeld, has
for
any senior kidster. $8.
thout
studied
several
years
Thursday a nd continuing
talked · to Harris Dean, Vice
Most of these Christmas
with Matthay and is presently
through Saturday. . ·
President of Academic Affairs
gifts make the season worthy
Tobias Matthay became serving as President of the
_on course credits. "He has
of &ood _c heer. Some are old
well known in the U.S. when American Matthay Associasaid that curriculum is deterliquors
in new decanters, but
tion.
English pianist Dame Myra
mined by faculty and departall have tastefulness in comHess coµcertized here· for
Miss Ko.scielny, a professor
MARIO GARCIA
ment heads. It was claimed
mon. Whichever you chose to
many seasons.
of piano at the University of
that no students protest the
... Ora,cle Editor
get
for that special someone
Dame Myra was a prodigy Connecticut (Hartt College),
quarter system; they don't Please See Editorial, Page 3
Others, objections expressed
Wunderlich was encouraged or want for yourself rememof the Matthay School in Lon- will close the .Festival with a ·
. /
care and are not interested,"
l,>y .SeQ. . Ben "Brown, ,vere · to continue coming to the ber it's good things that come
don. Many American pianists . concert on Saturday at 8 :30
A resolution has been unani- against Wunderlich's sitting in meetings.
Miss Blumenfeld said.
· }n small packages.
travelled to England to study p.m. in the theatre. Miss Kosmously passed by the -Student the legislature, because it
ANDERSON
believes
difunder Matthay and they . cielny has been the winner of
....
./
ferently, saying there·•s not an Government (SG) legislatlll"e would "Perpetuate this paterformed what might be called the .Koscuiszky Foundation
issue on campus that could to review the present -policies nalism which is the curse of
the American .School. Through Chopin Prize, and Certificate
in Fespect to' absences .of SG student activities.'~ '
get students more involved.
their efforts the American of Merit at the Warsaw InterWupderlich was asked what
, In Anderson's words, "We senators and representatives.:
Matthay
Association
was national Chopin Competition
have encountered strong reThe move, proposed in the he thought of the move to
formed in order to further the (1960).
sistance to our efforts; resis- bill is aimed at making legis- take away his status, a proceid~als of piano playing of the
tance to change; resistance to lators more resporisible to dure heavily criticized by .
OTHER
GUEST
lecturers
Matthay tradition.
a shift of the .s t a t u s those who elected them, cul- some.
will -be Albion Metcalf, Helen
The following appointmeflts quo . . . strong adherence to minated a mild purge o( resHe said, "My· position was
(Edifur's Note: At ·press 'process. b_y Wildly and that bis
THE DIVISION of Fine Arts Parker Ford, and Lytle Pow.
for The Oracle staff have old and out-dated traditions, ign~tions; impeachment pro- not put in~the SG constitution 1ime Tuesday, the board had pmiish!]lent was too harsh.
is ·sponsoring the ·Festival ell.
Engress,a said, contrary to
which will include concerts by . Metcalf, faculty pianist at been announced for Quarter II educational. philosophies and c eedings; and replacement of at my request. I have felt all not returned its decision in
teaching methods. Thus the some legislators.
along tliat I · have been in an the Joe Engressi& · C8$e. En; . what .Wqdy had stated in a
individual artists as well ai, Phillips Academy, Andover, by Mario Garcia, editor.
Editorial appointments are: number of three-credit cours- · A more enforc;:eable rule artificial status. There · were gressia, helped by Paul Wal- letter· to The Oracle printed
lectures and workshops.
Mass., and recitalist in New
concerning what the propo- many times when I could lace, said be had not received Dec. 4·, 'that he had not reAppearing_ in lecture re6it- England, will give a series of Connie Haigley, managing ed- es continues to rise.
als will be Evelyn Swarthout, , five lectures on the Matthay itor, Polly Weaver, editorial
"THIS. . .IS a perpetuation nents consider · que1;,tiona~le have stepped in and ·perhaps d!Je process from the admin- ceived any written notification
th · th"' ki
f th
. istration and be had not com- concerning his case until Nov.
American pianist who studied Principles and demonstrate editor; Oscar Ros, make up of an already unbearable sys- absences . as excuses for not. d
one eir m ng or- em, mitted theft as defined in the 15.
editor; .Gary Frantz, assistant tem, and a continuation of !iJe ·s·erving was being sought.
with Matthay several years; their ~plication.
but · tbis Wil.S • not . my desire.
·
WILDY ,SAYS that on Nov.
University handbook and Flor· two second generation Matquarter system travesty. It is
Metcalf studied five years make up etlitor.
In other action, -the SG also It's fine· with me whatever ida st.atutes. Dr. Wunderlich 8 he placed a letter to EngBill .Bradford, news editor; a -reflection of the nonthay pianists, Stewart Gordon with Matthay and one season
p ut an end to a lpng· debate on· they want to do;"
answered questions in support- res~a in Engressia's pocket.
and Anne Kosielny; and fea- with the late Dame Myra John 'J.olinski, sports editor:; progressive attitude that ex~
the
status
of
the.
Administra~
.
of
the administration pro- Vice-President for Student AfSteve Adams, assistant sports ists within our University's
:tured guest Moura Lympany, Hess.
editor,.
John
Guggenheim,
feaBritish pianist.
administration and professions~etae;iteurm:e:ren;ts~.)ea::iin~en
~::e!e~~e::e ~:~e;i~:~::~
MRS- FORD will conduct a tures editor; and Maxine al hierachy . • . a sad com- ti;e:!Giast Thursday night, cv··.
These artists will be giving
sai_d he, saw Wildy give Engevening concerts in the festi- session each day on the teach- Kamin, fine arts editor.
mentary ·on those people who Dean Her6ert Wunderlich sat _ _
. .
,
Joe '"The Wliistler" Eng0 ress1a a letter.
Phil Runhels. will continue have complete control of our fu the legislature as an ex- · _
val. Miss Lympany, interna- ing .Matthay principles to chilher
dren,
using
youngsters
in
to
J;)e
entertainment
editor
educational process.
tionally known English pian~~:;:\h: :ar~p:~
"We must make it clearly
ist, is appearing Thursday . demonstration lectures. For a · and Duggy_Young will again
·manual
used
by
the
le'gisla·
_
,
:
Q1sc1plme
and Appeals yester- gress1a and the_ FBI was renumber
of
years,
Mrs.
Ford
be the staff artist.
'
understood . . . that Student
night at 8 :30 in the Theatre in
was
head
of
the
piano
departStaff
writers
will
be:
Ray
ture,
he
is
allowed
voting
,
d~:Y
to
ap.pe~l
j:he>administra- • port~ as saying they had
Government will no longer reconjunction with the Artist Seti~e ?a~~~ and ~~ision _in (the; FI3~·) ~ad no grounds for
ries program. She will also be ment at Greenwhich Academy Zagorski, Marilyn Munyer, main passive to inequities privileges. He did not former-.
' .
his disc1plmary case mvolvmg prosecution.
a ;featured speaker at the· in Connecticut. She · is past John Calderazzp, Rick Nor- within the educational system- ly vote on any SG legislatipn.
,;
•
·
,
his ·use of the telphone.
ElNGRESSIA HAS been atSome
legislators
claimed
·
·
·
president
of
the
American
cross, Ricardo Planas, Ber- . . . while students are subWorkshop Friday, where she
that.
Wunderlich's
function
as
.
B~t:.tram-_Morris
;of
tpe_
qrp.:
'
;on
,
Nov.
1_
5
D~a:n
_
of
.
Mentending
' class since Wildy's
Matthay
Association.
nice
Hull,
Ed
Kuhn,
jected
to
an
inadequate
curricEd
Prickwill discuss · her study with
an information center aiid ,vel'Slty· o! ~ol_o!'a,do . has .been. (:harles ' Wildy :aduised Eng- · Nov. 15:' decision pending his
Lytle Powell, pianist in the ett, and Ernie Guiterrez.
ulum," Anderson said.
Matthay.
communicator to the Adminis- · a,ppointed..a.. _~isi~g-,professor... ressia ·he' could '"voluntarily -appeal hearing.
Midwest, will conduct master
DR. GORDON will present classes with student perform,
tration of SG actions was -im- . of philosophy ·at USF. '
withdraw"~for the rest of the ·
Members of the Board of
a concert at 8:30 p.m. in the ers and give a lecture on "ru_p ortant.
,,
·. Morris ·• will teaeh three qµarter. ..
Discipline and Appeals are
theatre Friday, in addition to bato" Saturday afternoon at
cwurses fuecond · quarter: In a
ENGRESSIA'S ABILITY to Dr. Tom Rich, professor, begiving a lecture Thursday at 1:30 in FAH 101.
ethics, 'Morris will . C place· free long-distance . calls h!I-Vioral science; Dr.. Richard
course
8:30 a.m. in the Fine ArtsPowell has concertized in
lecture , on Nietzche, Marx, by whistling brought national Bowers, professor, physical
Humanities Building, Room most of the prominent cities
Kierkegaard-, ·Sartre a!)d notoriety to himself ai:id USF. education; Mrs. James Popo101, (FAH 101), concerning of Europe and America. He
cainus.
.! '
·
·The -Oracle story was picked vich, assistant professor, EngThis
is
the
last
issue
of
the
Oracle
for
Quarter
:
•
I
,
•
"Tobias Matthay in Historical studied several years with
.
A
·
;
·
...
.
·
th
t·,d
·
up by the, Associated ,Press lish; and Mrs. Phyllis MarI . The Oracle will resume publication on Jan. 8.
1cs,an ·
d d ·
h
·
. n expe,,. m aes
Perspective." Heard frequent- Matthay and was the winner
h
h
flture
.
M
.
.
~n
app~are m . newspapers s all, ·<11rector of student orgaThe Oracle magazine appears on Section B ·
ly on Community Concert Se- of several awards in England.
.P _11asap Y· 0 cu .. s, orriS' across the ' nation. It was also nizations.
of this issue. The magazine carries many fearies, µardon has also made
STUDENT MEMBERS of
wi~ tea~~-,two De'IY: c,ourses: -the concluding news story on
tures dealing with different aspects of campus
·
·ty. B oo kstore
·
Philosopliic:al
Problems
· ·of
th.e .Huntley-Brinkley
.
. board
. • are Charrman
.
THE DIVISION of Fine Arts
several recordings. He is
The ·.Uruvers1
C
t
_
Culture
d
newscast
the
Al
ill~
'
chairman of the piano division encourages "all performers,
will be purchasing student's . on em~orary
·· an
Nov. 27.
·
'Torrence, chief justice of Stuat the University of Mary- teachers, and students to atThe Oracle staff wishes USF students, staff
used books in Room 47 of the AeS th etics.
Engressia told The Oracle dent Government (SG), and
tend the Festiv!!-1."
land.
and faculty a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
University Center today,
Morris is the author of "The. Friday he was basing his case · associate justices Bryson CleOn campus living accommoTwo lecture-recitals on "IniYear.
'fhursday, and Friday from Aesthetic Process" and "The before the Board of Discipline vinger, James Krog, Robert
tiating the Student to Contem- dations for the general public
8 :30 a.m. to 4 p.m. with ·an · Philosophical Aspects of Cul- and Appeals on the grounds Pasternack and Robert Musporary Music" will be pre- are available.
..._ture." ·
that" he had been denied due selwhite.
hour off for lunch.
By RAY ZOGOBSKI
Staff Writer

durin$. the free hour, in the
mall between the Administration Building and the University Center.
After considerable debate,
the SG voted last Thursday
night not to call the "rally" a
demonstration, because of the

variOU$ connotations the word
has received recently.
Anderson, a member of a
nine-man Board of Regent's
Committee appointed to make
recommendations on a better
implementation of ·the quarter
system commented: .

Three Negro _Policemen
-Add~d To Campus Force

The Oracle Staff Wishes You

A _Merry· Christm.as·

Kogky Gifts For Xmas

a

°.

Piano- Festivdf - ~

•

"

a

- ,-

•

,

_
0

•

!~

~

Set This ·Week

e

SG ·.Legislature Passes
Resol·ution. On-._ Ab-sences -

Quarter II·
Oracle Staff

Whistl:er ·Takes
Case To B·oard -

Announced

·,s·

·1.t·1ng Prof_

!~:.

-~u:ci~:::::r~:c~;!~!u:~ ,.From ·~rotorado _:~~~;~~~1
T0 y·,e· .a·.ch.: •n·e·' re

Last Oracle Of Quarter

l

Bookstore Buys

Texts Now

ha;e~:~1n:t:~~~:e~~:pi~

·O;

e

.

\

:.
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HELP Will Help .You
human being."
"I wonder how many of ~ou
realize that this kind of thing
has not been tried before,
anywhere in the United
States.

O'Haire, mounted the platform to explain the organization, its need and its benefits.
Miss O'Haire assured the
crowd that HELP could "put
an end to these problems that
plague you."
SPEAKING next was Dr.
David Leonard, associate professor of history. ·He told the
group that they are "really pioneers, Columbuses of a new,
unprecedented world . . . we
are in the process of redefining what it is to be a

WHEN A SIZABLE crowd
of students congregated on
the grass, the HELP {Help
Legal Problems) rally
End
"Sex! We can't help you
with that, but we can help you last Wedn~day began.
HELP is a newly formed
. w i t h the conseq_uences,"
yelled HELP officer Bryson legal aid group which will reClevenger into the micro- tain an attorney-in-residence
phone, trying .to interest stu- for the use of all students who
dents into coming to the rally. are members. The dues are $5
"You should be here," One a year.
The rally got under way
to One President and HELP.
officer Otha Favors shouted, with music by "The Muggles"
"I see 1-A written all over before the originator and
' president of the group, Trula
your forehead."

By JOHN THOMSON _
Staff Writer

"The University of South
Florida will have the chance
to pioneer in something that is
drastically needed, radically .
new."

A FT E R PERFORMER
Rick Norcross had finished
his musical interlude, SGP
Scott Barnett spoke. "I want
you to know," began Barnett
"that there are things that .;
are of benefit to the students
that are going on in our coun.
try and our state.
I
"There. are Bo.a rd of Regents policies, there are state
laws, there are Federal· court
., decisions that do protect student rights on the campuses."
.In ~tressing his support of
the organization, Barnett said
that it would be good "to have
someone available to students
who does know, does understand . . . this program is one
of real substance."

MISS O'HAIRE concluded
the rally by saying, "The administration will know that
there is someone who is advocating the students' rights,
someone who is willing to
stick up for him in the proceedings involving student
status." She emphasized that
the program is "student
oriented, student run, student
organized and controlled. It
will be entirely student financed."

BE WITH THE.IN CROWD
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT THE

SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

That evening the representati'>«!.board of HELP selected
Clearwater attorney Maynard
F. Swanson, Jr. as ·t he group's
lawyer. The board had previously interviewed 15 area
attorneys· in their search.
Swanson is a graduate of
Grinnel ·college in Iowa and
Duk~ Law School.

FROM THE STAFF OF
THE-SUBURBANETTE

PH. 935-1400

'

'

.BA Marketers
. . .
Today.
:Meet
.

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC.

.

HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS

· C'ustom ·Steeri~g Wheels any color ._••••• ~ •••••••• .-•••••• $9.99
Custoin V-8 Valve Covers .......................... $7.99 & up
Custom Air Cleaners • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $4.99 & up
Novelty Transistor Radios. ••••••••••••••••••••••• $15.95 & up

Mr. Gasket, Edelbrock, Crane Cams, Hurst, Astro Wheels,_P.lf. Steering Wheels,
Motorcycle Accessories, Mallory Distributors, -Holley Carhs, W~ber l>roducts, Complete line of VW accessories (Manifolds, Headers, Etc.). :
.

SERVICE, QUALITY & EXPERIENCE - .Of!R J!v!OTTO

,

WE'RE OPEN FROM NINE 'TIL' NIN~: MON., WED. & FRI.
'
FOR YO·UR CONVENIENCE.

....wrr,,,. ;ei,r PRESCRIPTION.

COSTS-YOU LESS-!

·

IrinaY~urNtxllrtKt1ption To u,

-•W· I ·

Just • little Nortll of Hillsboro.

6029 N. Dale Mabry

Oracle Needs
Commuters·
The Oracle will pay St. Petersburg co~uters • $2.00 a
trip to run news copy to and
from the St. 1Petersburg
Times.
Leaving Tampa at

· Monday 4-5 p.m.

Wednesday 3-3:30 p.m.

From

1.

Thursday 3-4 p.m.

·. ·rr:u.~

r Friday 4-5 p.m.

Leaving St. Petersburg

~

Monday: anytime before 9

tz .AKIN

a.m.

TERRACE PL•ZA SHOPPING CEN~ER

Friday: anytime before 9

·a.m..

Tl-iE MYSTERY

PEOPLE OF Mt.
SHASTA ARE

COMING AGAIN
OR ••• .god
-WANTS YOU!.
BROWSE THROUGH
OUR LARGE SELECTION
OF BOOKS & PAMPHLETS ON MANY METAPHYSICAL AND OCCULT SUBJECTS.

I.

REFLECTI~N

3814 SOUIT.M
BRITTO.N PLAZA

I

DALE MABRY
PH. 139-7390

"

Reprinted b~ pennission of , ·• Admission is by season's ·
The 'F alcon· Times ·of Novem-: ticket or $1 donation at the
door.
ber 13, 1968

I-

LADIES·
. '

I·I

.

FREE
I SOAP
95 I
KOIN-KLEEN
.

ELECTRIC SHAVER
and Wrapped For Excellent

There is a $2 service charge
for each booklet. Specify recreation, business or ·government catalogs.

fashion Fabrics
lty MIiiikan- 100%
Wool-Finest Quality
Available in 10 colors

At.- Miami-Dade

l

Christmas Giving.

In addition . to the possible
astronomical solutions for the
Christmas star, star shift, and
calendar errors will be discussed in the hour long programs.

$24aa
$22.88 with Student ID

·Afro Lit Taught

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT.

iy RONSON, Gift Boxed

Wh~ is the Christmas star?
Possible · answers to this ancient question will be given by
J. A. Carr, planetarium curator, in a Christmas program
over Christmas Vacation.

Factory·
Direct

Each department and agency of the federal government
which hires students should
hav to apply to that agency.
There are more than 40,000
jobs represented.
The booklets may · be obtained by writing: Summer
Jobs, American Association of
College Students, 30 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, illinois,
•
.
60602.

Film Classics
Tonight At 8

Are you interested in becoming a charter member of
The Film Classics League
the Marketing Association of will present "Rules of the
the Co}:1ege of Business Ad- Grune" tonight at 8 in the
.Business Auditorium.
ministration?
' "Rules of the Ga~e" satiriThere will be a meeting .zes the social and sexual
today at 2 p.m. in room 106 of mores of decadent members
the College of Business. The of the French leisure class bepurpose of this meeting will fore World War II. Withdrawn
be to discuss the feasibility of from general distribution only
a Marketing Association and a few days after its first
its potential for 1oining a na~ showing, the film was banned
tional fraternity, .. Pi Sigi;na - from th~ open market for alEpsilon.
most _thirty y_ears.
In reviewing ''Rules of the
Game," the New York Times
·says, "The technique is admirable throughout, with at least
two sequences emerging as
classics of their kind - a rabA new English course wili bit hunt, emphasizing the barbe offered at Miami-Dade barity of the ritual, and
.Junior College North during a masquerade foreshadowing
the winter semester. The the finale, in which guests
c-0urse title is Afro-American dressed as skeletons perform
Literature.
a grotesque dance of death

CHRIS:TMAS SPECiALS: FOR YOU
.IHE STUDENT ONLY:

.

.. .

..

.

10024. 30th ST. PHONES143S--1101, 1102

THE CARESS

Christmas Star
To Be Shown
In Planetarium

BLAZERS!

The booklets lists jobs available in the areas of recreation
and resort, in business and industry, and the federal government More than 60 companies are listed with information on the company, the
type of · background required
for summer employees, and
the number of students the
company plans to hire.

a

FLETCHER AT 22nd

'

.Students lookiJ g for summer jobs can now get help
from the American Association of College Students.
Three booklets have been prepared listing organizations Interested in hiring college students for summer . employment.

HELP is now . circulat~g
P.~titions to "give us an idea
of the amount of student sup-·
port· y.e have," in the words
of Miss O'Haire. There is now
table in the University Center lobby and will be one at
Quarter II registration fo '
·thqse :i.ho desire to sign up

MISS YVONNE
MISS BRENDA
MISS CA~RIE
· MISS INEZ
MISS MARl~YN

•·
.......

Summer 1969 Jobs
Information Listed

.$

.'

I

TO USF STUDENTS • TUES. • WED. • THURS.

AT ·

I
cosrs·vou LESS 1 I
$19.95 list

Your Check is Good With Student I.D. .

,..wn,,,. ,our .PRESCRIPTIOH.
lrinaYourN~t;r,miptionToUs

I
I

I

*LAUNDROMAT*
TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.-10:30 P.M. EVERY DAY
ATTENDANT ON DUTY
TELEVISION

USF STUDENTS

EARN BASIC PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDIT

..

Tuesday-Thursday Mornings
or
.
Wednesday Afternoons

Offering: Beginning and Advance Education
Balance Seat (Forward Seat)
Price: $45 per 10 sessions 1 person: I horse
$25 p er 10 sessions 2 persons/horse- (recommended)
CONTACT INTERMURAL DESK-PHYSICAL EDUCATION BLDG.
OR CALL

f

TAMPA ·o owNs EQUSTRIAN CENTER

AT

Flying Bar Z Ranch & Resort

Student
Special
Boarding Rate for
Ho rses $35/month
all inclusive except
veternary & farriar
scientific rations.

or coptact Jack Kimbell 949-5132

I

.j

V
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By ~ERNlCE HULL
Staff Writer
,
In two days, classes will be
"' over for this quarter and students aren't going to think of
• USF until January.
i
Students naturally assume
t that when they go home, the
: campus shuts down and noth. • ing happens until the students
return.
Contrary to -this idea, the

the Christmas break means
little to many areas ; some
will be busier than during the
quarter.

"-' THE ADMINISTRATION
Building will carry on as
usual. Administrative Affairs
will try to get some special
projects done. Student Affairs
will be clearing students for
Quarter II. But, for these two
areas, along with -A,cademic

Associati·on Is For
Education ·Mai-ors

........

To involve all education ma' jors in curriculum and planning in the College of Education is the goal of the College
·of Education Association, an
organization newly formed at
the request of Jean A. Battle,
· dean of the College o(Educa, tion.
. "The Association's function
is .to form committees , on
which students can discuss
problems· and air views with
faculty and Dean Battle,"
said Dick Touchton, . 4MR,

Bu lletin Board Notices should be sent Quartet and members of Woodwind Quin-

226" (ext.61&1 no later than noon Wednes-

day for Poblication the next Wedne5llay.
Send news irems direct to "Editor, The
Oracle, CTR 222 (ext. 619).

• 1· NO t"tees·
offi,c,a

.

.
.
CHR ISTMAS HOLIDAY • Th e U n,v~rs,
1Y
WIii be closed the week beginning Dec.
23. (See speciol Library schedule below).
-- .
FI NAL INSTRUCTOR GRADES. Due in
Records Office 24_ hours following last.
class session duri ng week of Dec. 9.
REGISTRATION FOR QUARTER 11 :
Jan. 2, for continuing students by ap..

polntment, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Ev~

ning Registration from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
- _Jan. 3, for continuing stud_ents by ap.
pomtment; for former retur.n1ng students
and transfer students; for' new sllJdents, ~

a.m. to 1 p.m.

Affai:i-s, "the mail will still
come in and the phones will
still ring."
Y' THE BOOKSTORE , will
use the break to get' ready for
the rush -at the beginning of
Quarter II. In addition to geting the books and merchandise ready, the bookstore
will get a general cleaning.
Y' For Security office, the
break will mean the same
routine as during the Quarter.
Security will be checking the
dorms more often, to rb.alie
sure everything is locked up
and there are no unauthorized
people around.

"-' The University Center
will use the qreak to make
some renovations. Some of
vice president of the group.
L . G. Roberts, adviser to · the billiard tables will be recovered. Their big project will·
the College of. Education Asso-,.
be taking inventory of the fur.
ciation, said active members
of the Association are elected niture and equipment.
"-' In the Physical Educat o two faculty planning committees. T h e committees tion department, the Gym will
which include two students be open until Dec. 16. The
each are the Instruction Com- equipment room will remain
qtlttee ,headed by Dr! R. L. open 8-9 a.m., 12-1 p.m. and
Shannon, assistant dean of un- 4-5 p.m. the first week of vadergraduate instruction, .and cation. Christmas week, the
the /~ternational Education Gym will he open from -12-1
Committee headed by Dean p.m. for check-out of equipBattle.
ment. The golf course will
continue as usual, except for
Christmas day wlfen it ,vill be
closed.

to " Director, Campus Publications1 CTR tet, 2 p.m., Theatre.

-

Leadership Club
Started At USF

Cami,us On The Mov e
Despite Holidays

l

V" THE LIBRARY saves a
lot of their catalogin·g for the
break since it is easier to ~o
when the students aren't
around. They will remain
open during the break but
their hours will be from 8 to 5

Omicron Beta Kappa, a . areas of the University, not
men's leadership honor socie- just from the Student Governty, has been formed here at ment.
USF.
IN ORDER to be considered
for membership, a student
Frank Winkles, president of must
have attended · USF for
the society, said that mem- one full year, he must have
bers for the society are drawn completed 90 quarter hours,
from persons that have at- and have at least a 2.5 grade
tained distinction in scholar- point ratio.
When asked the role of Omiship, athletics, campus socron Beta Kappa, Winkles
cial organizations, publicasaid, "The members of Omitions, fine arts, and student cron ,Be~ K_apP<J. anticipate a
government: ·
role within the Unive'rSity and ·
Winkles stressed that mem- adjqining - commUf!ity of fosbers are drawn from all these tering an active sponsorship
of revelant programs · and
publications; including · seminars, study groups, . and
speakers.' '. ·
. .
Winkles also said that thus
far most ,of the activities of
the society have been directed
toward gaining ,recognition by
Robert A. Rand, 2CBS, has Omicron Delta Kappa, the nareceived a $500 s<lholarship . tional men's leadership sociefrom a manufacturing firm ty. .
..
. .
for sellir_1g $11,970 worth of
West Bend cookware during
JNM Methods Taught
his summer vacation.
EDT 463,. Teaching Methods ·.
The company Rand reprein the Secondary Schools sented had just begun sales in
Journalism, will be offered ·
Florida and, based on his
Quarter II. Cards may be
sales, will expand in the state
next summer. In the spring,. pulled at registration.
Dr. A. .M. Sander!iOn has reRand will recruit other salesquested that those who regismen from Florida colleges.
ter see his secretary, Mrs.
Rand, whose parents live in Rogers, in University Center
Sarasota,- also received $3500 226,' Ext. 617, Monday,' Jan. 6,
in earnings and bonuses. He to determine when · the class
plans to major in psychology. will meet.

USF Student

-

CHRISTMAS TAPES
NOW IN STOCK

-~

--

---- - -

Hundred s of Favorites sung by your
Favorite Artists .,

Ray Co~iff ,
Glen Campell
Dean Martin

Nat King Cole ·
Ferrante & Teicher
Johnny Mann ·Singers

"LARGEST. SELECTION OF TAPES I N TAM.PA" ·
OPEN
Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 9 to 9 .
· Tue1.; Wed. & S!Jt•.9 to 6

4115 1181l)EJSON

Phone

872-8444 :

Earns Award

· .

AUTO STERE O

Meet the ·man

wi.th ·'t he

JOHNNY R. ADCOCK

Reading Dynamics Institute
When !/.OU come back after 1iacation Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics will be hei-e to help
·

·

IE you're llJ.College senior or grad•
ate student, Protective Life's. College
Representative .has a unique· life'
insurance-savings· program. designed
especially. -for you. The Coll~ge
Senior Plan,. which offers special
benefits at _preferred rates, comes to .
you from one of the nation's lead•
ing insurance companies. It covers
you in the event of accidental death
or disability, provides full aviatiob.
coverage, and does much, . much.
·m ore. There is no war exclusion
clause, and · your policy is com•
_pletely. paid up at normal retire•
ment age. Also, premium depo~tS
may Qe •deferre4 uritil yoµJ: earn•
ings increase. Soµnd -like a plan
· worth investigating? It is. Contact
a Protective ,Life College Repr~
5entative fqi: full information.

.

.•
THURSDAY
.
BIS LUNCHEON, 11 :50 a,in., UC 255.
DR. W... RNERS LUNCHEON, noon,' UC
256.
~
ARTIST SERIES MOURA LYMPANY, PIANO, 8:30 p.m., Theatre.
FR I DAY
MATNAY PIANO . FESTIVAL, &:30
p.m., FAH 101, TAT.
SATURDAY
CHESS TOURNAMENT, 9:30 a.m., . UC
251
MATNAY
PIA·NO FESTIVAL,
p.m., FAH 101 , TAT.
SUNDAY
Nol h ing Sched~~NDAY
TOWN AND GOWN CLUB, 8 p.m., UC
255-6
.
_

·

TUESDAY

DEAN.' S LUNCHEON, noon, UC 255-6. •
· WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18
'
•USF CHRISTMAS , PARTY, UC 248. •: •

- Jan 6-$f late registration with permission .....of -~Academic Standards ComlTlittee ~
. --·
.!:• 1
only.
' ) ,,.
'
'" i
•t
-. ~LIBRARY1 HOURS CHRISTMAS WEEK.
TODAY 1
.\· • •
~,,<
second class session tor · Co-op· .s tudents
Dec, 23, B a.m. t o 5 p.m.
Dec. 24 8 a.m. to noon.
_going on Training Period Quarter 11 who
Dec. 25, ,closed.
have registered for PS.Y 213, Applied
.
Dec. 26, 27; 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Psychology, or SOC 261, Social Probleins '

' Co-Op ·Edu~~.:olt~ .-

Cec. 28, 29; closed
Dec. 30, 31; 8 a.m. to S p.m.
Dec. 30, 31; 8 a.m. lo 5 p.m.

Jan •. 1,-closed.

.. joHNNV' ·R. -ADCOCK
Adcock-Moore Agency

Suite 206
• ·
Marin er Buil di.ng
5415 Mariner Street
. Tampa, Floritla 33609

(special· sections for Cerops}. PSY, meets

In ENG 3 and

soc

in ENG 4 at 2 p.m.

Registralion for Co<ips going · on Training Period Quarter II, fill out packet and

Tel: 177•S39l

pick up fee card In ENG 37 between ·9
CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY
DI NIN G a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Pay fees in Cashier's
HOURS.
Office ADM 131,· before 3 p.m:
- Andros and Argos, close after evening
CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY
D I N I NG
meal Dec. 13, reopen lunch, Jan. 2.
SCHEDULE·
..
- University Center, Dec. 16-20, Conti- -Andros and Argos: closed atter drhnental breakfast and lunch.
ner Cec: 13i· reopen for lunch Jap. 2.
- Science Center, closed Dec . U-Jan. S.
-University .Center: OP.en Dec. ' 16-20 tor
- Library Staff Lounge, regular hours Continental breakfast, and lunch. :•
Dec. 16-20. Reopen Dec. 30.
-Science Center: closed Dec. 14-Jan. 5.
- Argos Staff Lounge, closed
Dec.
-Library Staff Lounge : regular hours
14-Jan. 5.
Dec. 16-20; reopen Dec. 30:
-Argos Staff Lounge; closed Dec.
14-Jan. s.

tart 01'nc:C- l t N1Nr.KI.II, AW...,.
Will,iofllJ. .......... IU, fm,ilo,,,t

BU/lDIHG FOi SECURITY SINCE 1907

· Campus Date Book

Tiriies

and places' af organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the Uni-

versity Center lobby bulletin boards.

TODAY
CUSTODIAL MEETING, 3 p.m., UC
201.
FILM CLASSIC: "Rules of the Gome,"

BSA.

CHAMBER MUSIC:

University. Siring

INSTAMATICS!
Just in time
for your Christmas shopping

SOME
SMART
NEW
NUMBERS
$))98

.......

up

Hav e a Hap py Holi day .

HOME MOVIE OUTFITS ·
Super 8 • Dual

•

. and

Best Wishes for The New Y
_ ear
.

.

from
the staff of

Us ~
.

Special .

f-BOO
KSTO RE & CAMP
US SHOPS
UNIVERS ITY CENTER
ANDROS & ARGOS CENTERS

$)49 95

complete!
Terms

TERRACE
CAMERA
SHOP
Terrace Plha

'

,J

.

College
Senior
Plan

E·velyn·Wood
_you.

II.YD.

i

0~CL E

Editorials Ancl
Commentary

4-U. of South Florida, December 11, 1968

No.Final Exam Week--Oh Yeah!
.

.

The greatest disadvantage of not having _an official
.final exam week results from the accumulation of several exams in one day. To some students the final
exam is the difference between a low grade and a higher grade; under the present system, it becomes rather
difficult for the student to perform. at his best when he
has to worry about two or three "big" exams in the
same day. ·
.
ONE OF THE purposes ·of evaluation is the learning involved in it. When stµdents are rushed, nervous;
THE ORIGINAL purpose for eliminating the offiloaded with end-of-the-quarter work and with two or
cial final exam week ,was to "lengthen" the amount of
three final exams on the same day, there can be very
in-class· time from 10 to 11 weeks. As it stands, right
little learning involved.
now, many professors are takmg·almost the entire last
It is a shame that· the same students upon whom
week of classes to giv~ their finals and review the final
was imposed the abominable quarter system a year
in class.
ago are the ones who will have to suffer the conseHave we gained anything?
,
quence of"a "disaster" final week.
The answer is NO. Students are more pressed for
It is true that The Oracle (Aug. 7, 1968) applauded
time than they were before. The cancellation of final
Pres. Allen's elimination of final· exam week. As many
exam week, instead of relieving students from the
students, we, too, thought it would be a sigh of relief.
• I
usual nervous breakdown at the end of a rushed 11At that time we said that not many professors were
week quarter, has brought up additional problems and
making use of the final exam period and that the mealess time to solve them.
sure would slow the quar:ter system rush a little bit,
IN FAG.r, we could.even say that some ingenious
WHAT LOOKED as an·ideal situation in theory has
professors have started a revolution in the art of "evalproved
to be a catastrophe in real practice. More prouating" students. To solve their "time" problems,
fessors
are giving final exams, the. quarter system
some professors have discovered that it is effective to.
rush
has
been augmented ·a nd the s!;udents are suffer~
·Qk
extend a final exam across a three-day per-iod. ,
ing
more
stress
than
ever.
:
'
This, of course, is reasonable considering there is
. It was a good thing that Pres. Allen took a step for- 1 • " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
no longer a scheduled two-hour session for the final ward
to create a system which he thought would alleviexam. But the student is the one who suffers, as it alate
some
problems. Unfortunately; the new measure is
ways . happens when five or six University officials
far
from
being a panacea and, pn the other hand,
make decisions that will affect the welfare of thoumakes
the .q uarter system more undesirable than besands of students.
•·
fore.
THE OTHER VOICE
Some professors, thinking that they cannot afford
·.
We
thjnk it is a good time now to re~onsider the
to give their final exam in one hour, have thought of
pros and cons of- a final exam week cancellation. It unanother innovation: the take-home final. This quarter
doubtedly would hurt students to go through .the presat USF ,there has been a ' "take-home final fever" and,
.
ent rushed system for three consecutive quarters.
again, the students are suffering.
· WE BELIEVE President Allen could inform his
SOME TAKE HOME finals require more research
faculty that, in the case the final ·exam week ·remains
and thinking than the ever present term paper. Of
cancelled, they are to avoid final exams. With their cocourse, the term paper has also remained, making the
operation, we see the possibility of a comfortable quartask more difficult.
ter, despite the lack of an official final week.
. we··thifik tpat axing the final exam week has not
But the fact-remains that in order to avoid ,disas- .
. By'DOUG·GRIFFIN
wonder there 'are so many persons ln po•
helped matters any. On 't he other hand, it has created
grades not only condone a form of fraud, •,
ter, the cancellation of final exam week can only be
Student
Commentary
sitions of -responsibility who misuse that
but create possibility tll-at man can be ~
new problems and more difficulties for students and
successful when final exams are also cancelled. ·
.
I've
often
wondered
what
this
absurd
responsibility?
Ii
we
encourage
this
form
reduced to a number. In a very immedi- :
faculty.
This quarter we have no choice. Good lucid !I
preocupation with grades is all about.
of
Tell any student here that there is no longer a final
exam week at USF and he certainly may slap you on
the face.
He is not to be blamed.
After our University made news this summer with
the well publicized cancellation of final exam week,
students are being exposed to multi-examinations in all
classes, many of which take place on the same luc:15Yi
day: FI:iday the 13th.

D-(J.

A, B, C, D, F Phooey!;

I'

Keep At It,. Ray H_ooks
Ray Hooks is a very determined man.
Once again, he is refiling· his petition to sue the
University and the Board of Regents to challenge the
Univ:ersity's right to collect traffic fines.
Hooks claims the University is not permitted to
collect fines for traffic violations, only to issue them.
J\lthough he has met many discouragements and setbacks along the way, Hooks refuses to giv.e up his fight
~n this issue.
-.
Hooks' suit was recently dismissed for the questionable reason that for· one, because there are no pro:visions in the state constitution for suing the Board of
Regents, an agency of the state.
OTHER AGENCIES of the state can be sued because of special provisions that have been amended to
the constitutions. This ruling supposedly dates back to
the days of the immunity of sovereigns when a king
could not be sued.
The Board of Regents, we hope, is beyond the Dark
Ages and should be put in the category of exceptions,
expecially in instances like this one, when a student
r .ay have legitimate cause for suing.
Judge James A. Lenfesty rul~d in Hooks' case that

when a students enters a state university, he is automatically agreeing to abide by all the rules and regulations. This may be -so, but what Hooks' suit is saying js
the University is not following the correct procedure
and he didn't have to agree not to mention inequities·in
the system.
'

HOOKS SAYS THAT a: traffic violation is a misdemeanor and that according to the state constitution
only a court of law can determine guilt or innocence in
the case of a misdemeanor.
The-University Traffic· Committee is not a ·court of
law· and does not nave .t he right to dete~mine guilt or
innocence.
Clyde B. Hill, director of University planning, s~id
,
Florida statutes say that the University Traffic Committee can function as a court of law. It appears that
the point should go to Hooks because the constitution
would override a statute.
WE FEEL THAT Hooks has made a · legitimate
point and the progress of his suit has been foiled many
times with 'insufficient reasons. The case should be re- ·
filed and refiled again. Keep at it, Hooks.
'

HELP Promises To Be Worthwhile
A new organization on campus, HELP (Help End ·
Legal Problems), promises to be of great benefit· to
students.
HELP will b~ ·soliciting -s·tudent memberships soon
In order to hire an attorney who will offer legal advice
to students, r epresent and a,dvise students in administrative proceedin'gs and represent students in· some
criminal and civil cases.
·
STUDENTS TODAY are frequently in need of legal
a.dvice. And most cannot afford the services of a private attorney. HELP hopes to obtain 2,000 memberships at ·$5 apiece ·from students to finance · the program.
.
·
Miss Trula O'Haire, originator and president of the
group, says guidelines for members have been drawn
up and will be distributed as people enroll.
The HELP executive board, consisting of Miss

O'Haire and other offices of the organization, will
make decisions concerning ,which cases should be handled, in' case the demand for legal aid exceeds the attorney time available.
WE THINK, with student support, HELP can be, of
aid to many students.
But it is important that as many students as possible sign up for membership. Unfortunately, it's just
human nature for students not to join because they
aren't anticipating legal problems.
Joining HELP should be looked upon as sort of
"legal insurance," similar to medical or life insurance.
Legal problems can cause just as many ' 'headaches"
as illness.

This concern of mine increases toward
the end of the quarter when I see students scurrying about in a panic over
exams.
The. panic arises, not out of concern
over the learning ·process, but rather out
of fear · about what form a professor'.s
evaluation of ones academic process will
take. ·It is then a .panic not over how little one has learned over the quarter, but
how , much ' the p~fessor THINKS: _yq,11_
have learned.
l I
EXAMS '11HEN '.l'AKE on the air of a
fraud. By -cramming, the average student is trying to trick the professor into
believing. he · has learned more than be
"actua)ly has. This is certainly not a consciQus act on the ,part of most students,
but rather an expectation made of them
by the syStem.
·
The whole grade- system encourages
the-student {o try to beat that system by
usinia condoned form of fraud. 1s:it any

Tempers may have frayed and accusations been
thrown back and forth furiously, but Resolution No. 60
passed unanimously last Thursday by the Student Government legislature made The Oracle's campaign
tb,rough Ray Zogorski's column against numerous absentees in the legislature worth while.

· THE ORACLE was strongly criticized during its
battle.because we attacked only one Senator_. We found

It's been a good quarter.
It all started off with a bang when an
active student-power· oriented group, the
Campus Coalition, w~n control of the legislature, and endingttoday with, I hope
along with Sen. st¢ve Anderson, the
biggest turnout this school has ever seen
in ·the "protest rally" against the curse
of state universities, the quarter system.
Actually~ it all- began this summer,
· with the confronta,tion of the Council of
DON'T ECONOMIZE on your legal health. Join Student Body presidents arid the ·State
HELP.
Board of Regents.

Results are ·. finally showing in in. creased student representation on allUniversity committees and .more control
during our investigation that only one senator, Cindy; over the allocation of student .activities
Blumenfeld, was outstandingly lax. Since that time, fees by Student Government.
And the whole . concept . of Student
Miss Blumenfeld has attended every meeting and this
Government
underwent a c h a n g e
was all that we wanted.
towards m ore "student power," a term
To top this, the legislature ·has assured us, through
bantied around a lot, but never on this
Resolution No. 60, that they will ensure attendance campus till this year.
from now on.
And Rep. Paul W~ace, with an insigWe consider this a joqrnalistic victory and we con- nificant amount of disruption, threw him·
gratulate a responsi}?le SG for an honorable,. wise reso- self into the dogs of~administrative ineflution.
ficiency and:.lack· of communication between students, and administration.

SG OPEN, LETTER

'Protest Quarters
STUDENT BODY:
Student Government Pres. Scott Barnett has announced a protest rally on the
inefficient implementation of the Quarter
System. At its last meeting the Student
Government legislature unanimously endorsed this rally.
The major issue of the protest rally is
the rising number of 3-credit courses. We
believe students can receive maximum
benefit from the quarter system only if a
large percentage of the course offerings,'

at least 80 per cent are in the 5-credit
category.

THUS FAR, our efforts to achieve
this objective have been unsu·ccessful.
We have encountered strong resistance;
res istance to change; resistance to a
shift in the status quo.
We have met with an unbelievably
strong a dherence to old and outdated
traditions, educational philosophies and
teaching methods. Thus, the number 6f

Today'
3-credit courses continues to ~ -

ONLY IF STUDENTS make it clearly
understood that they will no longer re•
main passive to the inequities of the
quarter system as it now exists can the
a chievement of our objectives become
reality.
Only if YOU demonstrate your
frustration with the present system, can
there be a change.
So, Give A Damn - Be there.

is

I

-A Good Quarter!

Attendance Resolution ·Wise Move ·
j

ate sense, they also keep the societal •
pressure upon the individual.
•
THIS TENDENCY toward pressurized ·
action, inherited from the puritan work
ethic, is certainly not conducive to re- · :
flective, scholarly work.
I strongly favor the pass-fail s ystem ·
with the addition of a high pass cate-: ·
gory. This method allows the student to- :
concentrate on the business of learning. ·
rather than the business of getting ,
grades.
· At the same time · the achievement
oriented student has the chance to obtain
recognition. With only. three categories,
the bureaucra~ are frustrated in their
attempt to identify .the man with the
number.
·
IT CERTAINLY isn't a perfect system, but it better than what we have.
[f it were adopted, I feel · the studenti
would be better able to· get on with the ,
important task of learning instead of the
unimportant one of obtaining grades.

RAY ZOGORSKI

STUDENT REPRESENTATION

It was worth it.

competitive .fraud in our classrooms,
what do we expect from our society as a
whole?
There is another danger· in the grad•
ing system; Ones effor:ts become ,too easily categorized and systemetized. It becomes . too simpl!! for bureaucrats, both
inside and ·outside of school, to classify
those efforts.
·
·
THAT HUMAN being . called student
becomes· confused with .t hat entity called
. the _grad~ ~~ sometimes is repla~d ._by
It. The grade,-in ·the eyes of the·bureau. era.tic-corporate structure, often IS the
student, i;e. the human being.
I for one refuse to be student .number
38442, grade point ratio 2.436. I a:m ·a
human being and a free man whose
.worth can never be reduced to a group
of numbers on a punch card; I totally re•
ject a numerical system as being indicative of the wealth or lack of wealth of
knowledge-which I hold.
Those magical "measures" called

proi;:nised the SG legislature "one of the
most significant pieces of student legislation" in the state, in the new student bill
of rights.
The defeat of last year's bill by Pres.
John Allen in the form of a much
amended and water,:d down bill hasn' t
stopped Brown in his goal of a meaningful
_document of student rights
. at USF.

.

OTHER.DOERS
And there's a rushed Chuck Tonkin
trying to put the finishing t ouches on
USF's first teach,er evaluation. The meager re~ponse of only 130 of the 250 professors indicates we still have a long
way to go.
And the ·hardest working legislator in
Student Government has to be Sen. Steve
Anderson, involved in everything from a
nine-month effort to make life easier
under the quarter system, to attending
conferences on how to end institutional
racism.

STUDENT POWER

Speaking of elections, more "student
power" has been guaranteed in the University Senate with an increase from
five to eight student senators in Student
Government. These eight senators along
BEN BROWN
with the president and vice-president will
The always involved Ben Brown has
be elected in what promises to be the
most interesting election ever next quarter.
· And in an effort to become more involved with the nationwide student com•
munity, a referendum will be brought
before students on joining the National
Student Association.
NeMly everybody in the Student Gov•
ernmeht favors joining, pointing out the
services a vailable to SG and all students;
And through the efforts of this col·t he SG is undergoing a mild purge
Jerry Sternstein's column did not appear in today's Oracle because of space · of its lax members, introducing legislation recently to reconsider what have
limitations. It will resume Jan. 8 with a
r eview of the Nixon cabinet appoint•
been a cceptible excuses in the past for
ments.
absences irom SG functions other

Sternstein
Back Next
Quarter

umn,

move to increase responsibility an<!
power of the Student Government.

FAVORS' PRO~
And I'd like to give another plug to
Otha Favors, who just may save the
world with his efforts to combat poverty,
ignorance, prejudice and bigotry.

,

This will be my last column. I hope•
I've pointed some of the inequities that
have been slipped by students in the'
past. I've enjoyed it, made friends and enemies.
I've enjoyed everything, but most of
all, coffee at Marsha's.

.

.
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M exican Author Views
The Mex ico Of Today

3:30 a. m. NUMBER 7

'

philip runnels

By VEDA JO BUNTING

sadist; he flunked 97 per cent up anyone who had a record
HUGE SELECTION OF
of his -students," Ibarguengoi- of · being a pick-pocket and ·
Correspondent
FOREIGN
AUTOMOBILE PARTS
tia said. But those who failed threw them in jail, even
though
AND
they
hadn't
ACCESSORIES
done
had
anyonly
to
take
the
exam
In Mexico today, college
MILLIONS
OF
AMERICANS
WERE
INTRODUCED
TO
ERIC
HOFFER
last
September
in
thing."
again
under
another
professor
costs $16 a year and "you re4218 N. FLORIDA AVE.
conversation with Eric Sevareid on CBS. They either loved or hated the dogmatic ideals Hoffer
ceive exactly Sl6 worth of to pass.
At the border, all "hippies"
believed
in, or felt a combination of both emotions . .. strongly. Now there's another intimate
education," visiting Pro f.
Mexican schools are con- were prevented from entering· conversation with the man, and one I strongly recommend if Hoffer interests you: "Eric Hoffer :
Jorge Ibarguengoitia from the trolled by the government ac- the country until they shaved An
American Odyssey," a biography by Calvin Knight. Pub- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - National University of Mexi- cording to Ibarguengoitia. and cleaned up. "This is a plished
by E. P. Dutton & Co., the 68 page tale is as strange
co, told a group of students ":'11exico today is an absolute palling to shave a man like
as
the
lor.g,:lmreman-philosopher himself, and is complete with
and faculty in the Business monarchy. The President is that," he told the audience.
4i; additional pages of photographs and aphorisms. Hoffer never
Auditorium last Wednesday.
the power. He rules a very
All known communists were
The low tuition has made strong central government, ·jailed because the govern- intends to write his autobiography, but this book is all that's
needed.
college available not only to but the states and cities are ment didn't want what hapthe privileged but to every weak," the professor said.
pened in F rance to happen in
Mexican, he said. Those who
Mexico.
Prior
to
the
O
1
y
m
p
i
c
don't have the $16 are carried
" The government decided to
until the next year or until Games, the government decided to take measures to do tricks." On July 26, police
Both bay area dinner theatres have opened their holiday
they can pay.
Teachers are grossly under clean up the cities in anticipa- violence was used to stop a productions: The Holiday Dinner Theatre with "The Cham- _
paid, making only $4 or $5 per tion of trouble. "The Olym- ·fight between sh1dents of two pagne Complex" and the Showboat with "Under the Yum Yum
hour in class. In order to sup- pics were important to the high schools. Afterwards, po- • Tree." " Champagne" will run through Dec. 31 with no shows
por t a fami ly, instructors prestige of the country be- lice entered the school and Dec. 24 and 25. A summary of the show: Girl finds she has a
schedule seven to e i g h t cause the government suffers " broke up the whole place." compulsion to remove her clothes in public when she drinks
classes each day. This can with an inferiority complex. It The next day, police jailed all champagne. Her fiance frowns on the circumstance and calls in
only result in a low quality of spent $270-million on the members of peaceable pro- his uncle (a shrink) to deal with the problem. In the end, uncle
teaching, the visiting profes- Games to put on a good Cas tro demonstrations," he gets girl, girl takes off clothes. Opening Jan. 3 will be the musishow," Ibarguengoitia said.
said·.
cal melodrama "The Dr unkard." sor continued.
"My best professor was a
In the cities, "they rounded
According to Ibarguengoi"YUM YUM" IS A HIT Broadway comedy (and movie)
tia, angered students star ted with Ray Boyle in the J a~k Lemmon role.
Also in the play are
what became the highly p1.1bli- Jeanne Rostaing,
Garry Hearne and Julie Edwards.
cised pre-Olympic riots. The
army was called in and many
demonstrators were killed.
"THE MESSIAH" WILL BE PRESENTED by. the Tampa
Oratorio
Society at McKay Auditorium Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
Yet, the Olympics were considered a success, he said. Tickets average $2. Steppenwolfe is coming to the convention
.._..
Even though the government hall Dec. 28 for a concert at 8:30 p.m. Tickets average $3.50. In
the
distant
future:
Four
Seasons
(Jan.
11)
,
Victor
Borge
and
•··
··
only got back $160-million, a
12 per cent loss to the national Anita Bryant (Jan. 18), and Peter Paul and Mary (Jan. 30).
Three Hollywood biggies open Dec. 19th in the Tampa area.
budget, and students were
Their
only merit for the moment rides on their effective promostill protesting their jailed
tion
:
Morris
West 's novel " Shoes of the Fisherman," at Loew's
friends~ the people of Mexico
forgot the trouble when the in St. Pete ; "Ice Station Zebra" at the Palace; and "Funny
Girl" (for those who think the leading lady can do no wrong?)
· Olympic Games began.
at the Gateway Mall in St. Pete.

More Sexy Dinners

*

We wish you all a

very ftilerry Christ,nas

and a Happy New Year

and
.
to all our customers a special thanks fo r your
continued patronage.

Birdsong Motors

~

#.WTHORIZED DE:ALE R

Aids Offices
Open Du"ring
Holidays
The Financial Aids Office
and Student Affairs Office will
be open Monday, Dec. 23 and
Friday, Dec. 27 for r egular
hours to serve students during
the holidays.

The
present
thrope"
the 9th
through
staged.

*

Asolo Theatre Festival is coming to Tampa and will
public performances Jan. 9-11: Moliere's "The Misanon the 11th and G. B. Shaw's " Arms and the Man" on
and 10th. Tickets for the performances are available
the Falk Theatre, where the productions will be

WUSF HAS A FEW EXCITING THINGS going for its faithful listeners : Their FM s tation airs a jazz collection every
Wednesday from 6 to 10 p.m., and I understood the cards a nd
letters indicate the response to it is good. WUSF-FM "Radio
Theatre" (Friday at 9 p.m.) will present "The Bridge of HarMo-Nes," second place winner in the National Script contest of
the 1968 radio drama development project. It's a satirical fable
,vhich deals with paternalism in civil rights.
Their TV operation (Channel
16) has scheduled two excellent plays : "The White Steed"
tonight at 8 and next Wednesday at 8, Beckett's "Waiting
for Godot" with Burgess Meredith, Zero Mastel and Kurt
Kaszner.

"I know the wav. home
with mv eves closed:
Then you know the way too weil.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even when you 're rested.
When that happens , pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz® Action Aids."-' They' II help you
d rive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Aids. No car should be without them.

• r.M. ~196S Bristol-Myers Co.

----------------------- --------------------

ON WEDU over the holidays -• . . PEL Sunday eve at
8. American ·artists lending
their impression of the American Scene • . . 9 :30, same
night, "A Crack in the Ice,"
depicting bureaucratic pandemonium unleashed when a
soldier deserts his post to rescue a drowning peasant in the ·
dramatization of a story by
19th-century Russian writer
Nikola Leskov . . . Dec. 20 at
8 p.m., "The Lean and Foolish Knight - Don Quixote de
la Mancha." The camera follows the very pathway of the
legendary knight through vil'lages that even now dispute
among themselves . the r oute
of t he fictitious knight and his
faithful squire, Sancho P anza.

.,J
"

PIZZAtdltltHUT

3405 EAST
HILlSBOROUGH
PH. 238-1212

I,

~-

'

'
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Radio Club Sets Class
The USF -Amateur Radio
Club will sponsor code and
theory classes beginning J an.
9, at 7 p.m. in the University
Center. Anyone interested in
obtaining .an ,amateur license
is welcome to attend.

. ... .
,

•· \
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some decisions are relalive1v unimportant.
Where rou out your engineering
1a1an1 -lo work is nor.
As yQU contetnpfate one of the most important decisions of your life, we ·invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability i n th e dynamic at mosphere of aerospace
technology.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give th em t he equipment and

facilities· 9nly a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, grad uate-educati on opportunities.
Encoura·$e them to' push into f ields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching f or a
little bitJTiore responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And y9µr decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., pr Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE• INDUSTRIAL ENGiNEERING • PHYSICS• CHEMISTRY• METALLURGY• MATERIALS
SCIENCE • ·-CE_
RAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE··• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

For Tickets and Reservations
• Airlines
• Cruises
• Tours

Anytime - A nywhere

MRS. ALMA HARRISON
WORLD TRAVEL CENTER

C~nsult y~r college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, ·
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

2624 Hillsboro Plaza
Phone 877-9566

P_
r att &Whitney Aircraft
EAST HAJITFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNE.CTICUT
W"1' PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

·t,

u

l)IVIS IO N O P' UNITl!C AIRC RAP'T COl'tPOAA.Tl01t
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Storms Just A 8ig Wind' At WUSF
1

"Ies, that big clown on the end of the colpr picture on the front page is me. They told me I could
be the star at the top, but made me hqld a gooey
branch.
·
Not havmg an abundant amount of space this
week (the ads seem to be closing in), let's close out
the year with some good old sports quickies. Yes,
I've got some good ones this time.

***

The "Fabulous Football Forecast" is finally
over at WUSF-'IV and Radio, the campus station.
However, a protest has been filed over the outcome.
Seems Student Sports Director Mike Storms finished a single pick ahead of Bob Clal'U{, news· director and sometimes sports caster: Mike has been accused by Bob of altering his card (you know, adding State to Michigan or Arkansas).
THE CONTEST LASTED about eight or nine
weeks and things looked like this at the glorious fin._
ish - Storms, 108 right out of 142 (that does seem
pretty high); Clark, 107 right; ahd Dave Guerra,
station director, 102 right. Dave would have done
much better, but he's a Miami Hurricane fan and

took Olivo and Co. almost every week.
Back to the controversy. Not being able to line
up a Supreme Court hearing for card chicanery, the
group chose me to rule on the case. ·
. Carefully checking the facts and being a friend
of Mike's, I ruled in his favor.
Anyway, Clark makes his final·television sports
cast for WUSF, Channel 16, tonight at 7:05. I'm certainly going to look in to see what "biggies" he has
to offer.
Storms is on Thursday and Friday with sports.
He's on at 7:05 p.m. Thursday, and about 7:12 Friday night.

***

I thought I'd make friends of all Brahman intercollegiate coaches this week a:nd predict their seasons. First, I take the soccer team to finish 9-2-1 and
the cross country team, 5-2.
Now the toughies.
COACH BOB GRINDY'S swimmers will surprise a lot of people and wind up 7-5. Paul deMes. quita will pace the men netters to a 7-4 record.
I haven't looked at the women's tennis, baseball

Swimmers Tackle FSU
By JEFF SMITH
Sports Editor

South Florida's 1968
Brahman swim team
opens a c r u n c h i n g
12-meet schedule this Saturday i n Tallahassee
against the Florida State
Seminoles at 2 p.m.

weak, are on the slate, plus
Evansville, East Carolina, Tulane and Miami.

GRINDEY SAID he expected ~ rugged match from Florida State. "The Seminoles always have good depth and
will be real tough."
·
After testing the Tribe, the
Brahma ns travel to Nashville
Coach Bob Grindey said he to swim Vanderbilt at 2:30
doesn't expect his swimmers• 'p.m. Monday. Then USF goes
to equal last year's 9-3 mark to Evansville for a meet 2
because "we face one of the p.m. next Wednesday.
" We could come ·back 0-3,"
toughest schedules in the
South."
Grindey said. "But I think
Five Southeastern Confer- we're capable of beating
ence teams; none of them Vandy with a good effort.
Evansville and FSU are going
into thoses matches as favorites. It takes an exceptional
effort to top them."

Taste
that,

beats
the·
others
cold!

THE BR1'}1MAN boss said
the South Floridians could
have scheduled Kentucky instead of Evansville, but added

that Evansville is much
stronger than the Wildcats.
Grindley . said FSU, Florida,
Georgia and Alabama would
be the toughest for USF. He
· picked Miami, Tulane, LSU
and Marshall as underdogs to
the Brahmans, and tabbed the
East Carolina, Vanderbilt,
Evansville; and Miami-Dade
matches even.
"Miami-Dade has its best
teain," he said. "They have
several outstanding men back
and should give us a tough
meet.
"OUR SCHEDULE is the
toughest we've ever played
and I think a 6-6 mark would
be a successful year. Of
~ourse, we're hoping for a
little higher."
South Florida has 10 returning men. Seniors returning
are Bill Kelley, Pete Kenning,
Mike McNaughton and Dave

'Untouchables' Face
I

·-Rookie Qualifiers

Honest-to- Pepsi taste!

P·EPSl~·COLA Pick up an extra carton lodajl

Play is now underway to determine the 10 golfers who
will make up the 1969 Brahman squad.
There were eight "untouchables" in the early qualifying
rounds, but they now go
against the top eight qualifiers for the 10 positions.
Coach Wes Berner said the
16 linkers will play four
rounds (72 holes). He added
he would then cut the four
with the high scores and start
another 72 holes.

pete in the early round were
men on .scholarship. It is possible for some of them to remain on scholarship and not
make the cut. It happened
last yea r.
The eight who will battle
the scholarship men for
berths are Gary Morgan, who
led the qualifiers with a 311;
Joe Mericka, 316; Ron Gilbert, 321; Timmer Ehrens,
324 ; Jed Johnson, 335; Randy
Burke, 335; Ron Tumlin, 336;
and Ralph Maltby, 346.

· AFTER THAT round, the
field would be reduced to the
final 10 team member~/
The eight who didn't com-

PAR FOR . four rounds is
288, but · Berner said the
scores weren't bad for . thisearly in the season.

Naffziger.
Junior veterans are Rico
Maschino and Alan Stelter.
Returning sophomores include
Dave Binnie, Terry Brazel,
David Keene, and Bob Pfaff.
AU,0 ON THE squad are
four new swimmers. Freshman distanceman Mike Berry
is from Coral Gables High
and Grindey said he should
develop rapidly in college.
Freshman Peter de la Rosa
is from P ort-of-Spain, Trinidad. He is a good water polo
player and will probably
swim some backstroke and individual medley events.
Freshman Joe Lewkowicz is
from Chicago, and Grindey
said he should really push
Brazel in the butterfly events.
Sarasota's Len Smally, a
freshman, also swims the butterfly and will add depth to
the squad.

or golf schedules yet, but let's ta'ke the baseballers
for about a couple of games better than 15-9
and a bid to the NCAA College Division Championship. I like women's tennis to finish near last year's
8-2 and look for Coach Wes Berner's linkers to end
near the .600 level again this year.

***

Although The Oracle will resume publications
Jan. 8, this is the final issue for this sports editor.
I'm leaving The Oracle after working on the staff as
a sports writer, sports editor, and news editor for
three years.
There are always capable people to fill the vacant jobs and John J olinski has been tabbed sports
editor. He's a sports writer for The Tampa Tribune
and has worked in the Office of Information Ser-

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR
vices this quarter in sports publicity.
ORACLE EDITORS are always striving for
perfection and even though we've made errors at
times, this columnist believes the effort is worthwhile. E ven with the many problems that confront a
collegiate weekly, The Oracle has emerged as one
of the finest campus publications in the nation. ·
If you want to take on a position which battles
back every minute of every day, apply for a job on
The Oracle. I did three years ago as a first-day
freshman.
I've never-regretted it.

Brahman Course
Open Holidays

,

.

South Florida's · championship golf course will be open
to anyone starting this Saturday. It will be restricted to
just , students, faculty, staff
and their guests again Jan. 6.
Greens fees are $1 for students, $1.50 for faculty and
staff and $4 for guests. These
fees vary slightly on weekends. The course will be
closed Christmas Day.

TONY'S
· BARBER SHOP
AND

MASSAGE PARLOR
SPECIALIZING IN
RAIOR CUTS
·.

A~D

HAIR :STYLING
STEAM BATH
AND .
MASSEUR.AVAILAIL£·
151-15--H. ·NEBRASKA
ACROSS.'FROM
PETER PAN REST
PH. 932-105t

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
When y_ou come back after vacatiQn Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics will be here to help
you.

ERRY

HRISTMAS

lP0's of 8-TRACK ,STEREO TAPES-Values to $9.98-only $4.00!
Artists like:
Lovin' Spoonful
James Brown
· The Righteous Brothers
·Stan Get%
Louis Armstrong
A$trud Gilberto
AND MANY MORE

•
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CCThe Largest Selection of Tapes in Tampa"

J

OPEN

Mon., Thurs. & Fri, 9 to 9
Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6

Phone
872-8444

.

TAPE
.TOWN
AUTO STEREO
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4115 HENDUSON
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Net ·'Super · Star'
·set . For- Season
.

-

• '

•

would return. Yohner played back, Lake Wales.
regularly for South Florida . Taylor said he would probalast season.
bly start with an eight-man
New, Jersey junior Larry team. "It would just . be imTAYLOR
Bell is another who has a shot possible for' u~ to play more
tarts drills
8
at· cracking' the first six. Bell than eight men. I think there
•· •
saw limited action last year, will be a lot of competition for
NEWCOMERS inc 1u de those spots."
Sou~ Florid?- opens- its seafreshmen Tom Lee, ClearwaThe Brahman chief said he son with Rollins Feb. 2~ ~t
tr . St
S 'cki. Mik
was disappointed that he was . home. Ten of South Flonda s
ee,
eve awi ,
e
·
·
' 11
t h
at home and
Moore Satellite Beacll; Jeff only able to schedule 11 dual .
mac es are
.. ' .
Wellington~ Miami Beach; , matches. ''I'd hoped to play the only. road competition 15
Chru-les -. Macheski, Tampa; about 15 but ~me teams Jackson~ll~. and the Cape
Chris Stroebell and Bill Fish- couldn't fit us in."
: ~~~~ In~~n~onal.
Home
SOME · OF THE tougher Feb. 28 saint Leo
Home
teams on USF's slat~ include
::~raBeach JC
::::::
Rollin
all
liege na Mu 8 Ball State
::::::
.. tion s,
a smAmhco t
d- Mar: 22 Tenn. Wesleyan
Home
power; .
· ers ; an
Mar. 29 Amherst
-Appalachian College, 8:_ team ::~:: ; ~~~~chfan
::::::
,
•
. which has won 56 straight AprU 11 Jacksonville
Home '.
Aprll 24-26
cape
coral Inv.
Away
O
_matches.
.
May
3
Jacksonville
Away

By JEFF SMITH

Sports Editor
Coach Spafford Taylor
hasn't actually said it,
·but the South .Florida
men's tennis team might
.have its first '.'Super
star" this season. He's
·
Paul deMesquita.
DeMesquita, a junior,
was named to the Junior
Co 11 e g e All-America
Team last year when he

=~: }

Grant Awarded

led Odessa Junior College
- tols second in the Nation-

To USF For.
Clarence C 11•1er ..

a .

Staging. Imaginative
In ~s I Lay Dyi/Jg'·

.

I

"Paul will probably · play
No. 1 for us," Taylor said.
"He's done -pretty well in
some early tournaments and I
A grant of $16,305 from the
hope he ·can provide the an- Florida Division of CorreccJ:ior that OUf team needs."
tions has been awarded USF
DeMESQUITA, from Gal- ·to · provide a teacher-educa~or
veston, Tex., will team with to develop courses and tramsophomore Mike Saine, Peru, ing aids for correctional inInd., and Dan Perkins, a Hia- dustrial education.
leah sophomore, as · the top
The educator will be Clarthree men. Saine and Perkins ence Ifl. Collier J., assistant
were members- of last year's professor .of ~dult and voca- '
12-3 squad.
tional education, who will\
Taylor said he hadn't seen teach courses at three corree:
Herb Yohn-er, a big Tampa se- tional instutitions beginning in
·
nior, and didn't know if he .December.
........;..;..;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-

By PHILIP RUNNELS
Staff Writ.er

.

The Speech Department
presented William Faulkner's
"As 1 Lay Dying" as-a Ch.amber Theatre production last
weekend. The attempt in itself
was commendable.
,
Tim Weinfeld, director,
created some imaginativ1;
staging and he had .some
equally creative persons to
work with. But the rambling,
poetic Faulknerian' language
was J·ust too domm·ant to keep
the performance m
smoothly. .

O Vin

LEO CHAPPgJ,UJ, as Darl
Bundren, carried the weight
of the show with extensive
narration and poetic description. His lanky manner and
slow, , ·unnerved delivery fit
the mood of the piece and presented a credible character.
P a u l · Ferguso~, playing

'¼nd then:· she Said,'Wow,

g

IN THE STAGING d epartment : There were many
~"fi~,"~*ill.,~-«.,~
'l\.'ml\~~~m}:~ scenes, each isolated ~Y light·lllilitffii.,•1t@IIIDim~~~~st~ 1~ ~w~ ~ ing, and each seemed to be
,
·
well blocked and balanced
·
ED
with · no difficulity in move~~
~
ment for the actors. The light·
ing itself is getting better with
~
®.:" '
~ each Speech production. The
· ' mw.wimajor lighting hinderance to
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Anse Bundren, found too few dren, could not be understood
idiosyncrasies to portray the . because it was delivered as
aging father believably. Gene fast as the immediate action,
Burkett, as Jewel Bundren, specifically the river crossing
seemed comfortable until he scene.
But in totµ, the characters ..
forced his many vulgarities
out. Much of the heated dia- were quite aware of their
logue, delivered by Ernest script, and the hot1 sticky
LyUblanovits ~s Cash Bun- · situation filtered through

Whats·that after shaVe
you're·wearing?'."
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Allow 6 week&..fGI' ck)i.~ry. Offar Hpires April 1, 1969. Ir your favorite store is temporarily out of Hai Karate, keep aslcing.
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.· "Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

Miss Claudia Gene Case Co11o ..____.;;.
.P;;.;ho.;..,ne..;._988;.;,.;.
•27:..:..9:...s----■
gratulations, woman! _Happy
24th. 'Tis only the beginning, lit•
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Frohe Weihnachten-Anita, Jo~,
Oma and Michael . . •
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Happy snow up Nor th-Julie .••
Merry Christmas-Bruce • . • , ,
Cheers-Billie and Lani • ••
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W~ keep warning you to be caref1,1I how you use Hai Karate*-After Shave and
Cologn~. W~ ev'en put instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
lounging J_
a cket when you wear Hai Karate Ri::gular or Oriental Lirne; Just tell us your size (s,m,I)
and send one -empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
- (check
money order), for_ each Hai Karate.
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P. 0. Box 41A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can 1be a little
less careful how you use it. ·
O,ir Hal Karate Lounaint Jpcket is

1

Student who was buying 33 volumes · of the Universal Anthology at Hillsborough Flea Market,
ple~e contact Mr. Chas: M.
McCoy, 2702 W. Comanche Ave.,
Tampa, Fla. ·
STUDENTS- .

FACULTYADMINISTRATION

.,.

All graduates of E velyn Wooa ·
Reading Dynamics : Your skiU
is finally going to be more useful than ever befor e. , In preparation -for classes in your s chool
we
compiling a list of graduates. Call .229-1003 ~d .leave
your name.
THE BLUE FOX OF TAMPA,
13737 N. Neb. Ave. Tampa 's first
night club desigp.ed exclusively
for college student.s. New Year's
Eve "The Biues Echo" straight
for a west coast engagement.
J an. 2,-.I>OUG CLAR~ & THE
HOT NUTS . . . Come E arly !

are

..

Best Wishes

CLASSIFIED
. ADVERTISING RATES

During the

Holiday Season •

lS lines
(2'7 characters/line) - -- $1.00
Additional Line

• •

From the staff

-----.--

.15

Re peated: 2-4-lssues ____ .90*
More than 4 issues -- -- .'75*
*Per five lines (27 charact.ers)

BILL LOWERY TALENT,
INC.

of ·

Two reasons for joining Du Pont, and three for quitting.

presents

ENTERTAINMENT
for
Young Amenca _.

FOOD SERVICE

Eu;lusioely:

from Morrisons

The Tams Rm1•

Idly Joe RoyaJ & loaf

,(l Du Pont offers Open-end° opportunity. You don't

0

You go to work- in a
series of growth jobs that broaden your base for
professional progress and help you find the specific field
you want to grow in. We call it "planned mobility."

~ Th~y go into space, or other government projects. '

U go into a training program.

Swingi■' Medolllo■s

, Oassi,s tv.

Tommy Roe

Candym111
Movers
Sensational £pies

.,
..

.....

....

··---....---

~ -

--·-...

·Pu Pont works at the outer limits. Sure, every-

~

Tip-Tops
James Gang

Dtcembtr's Chddrea

and many :,thets • • •
Call Collect:

body claims they do the far-out research. But
Du Pont is a world leader int research with the
money and the engineering capability to translate ideas
into commercial products. If you have a profitable idea,
we have what it talces to make it work; and we -have a
special bonus plan to reward you for it. So Du Pont
people grow, personally and professionally. Even men
who leave Du Pont often do so because of the professional growth they experienced at Du Pont.

Ric Cartey • Jack Martin

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

(404) ~31:-6317 or 233-3962

~

O r Write:
P.O. lox 9687

l cc.. v. 1-,.u.OII.

Atlanta, Ga., 30319

College Relations

.,,...

U

They go to universities, to teach-recognized
authorities in their.profession,

'i) And they go to our competitors, who are smart
~

enough to know wher~ to look for the top men.

We don't like to lose men, and we don'tlose many. But
when you hire the best, then help them to get better,
your people are bound to be souwit after.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Du Pont Company
Room 6~86, Wilmington, DE 19898

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in_ _ _ _ __ _

,.
Name,_ _ _ _.....,_ _____________
__

University__________________
Degree,- - ----'-- -Graduation Date·...
. _ _ __
Addres~·- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - . CitY- - - - - -- - State_ __ __zip_ __

#543

' ~------ ----

-- - - . . . . . . . . ,_. :. . . . - . . -~--,.- -4-- - ---- . _ . _- -- . . . .-- ,_\
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Experiment VI
.-'Does It Again'

'

Thompson Works
Performed At 2

~-

Peter, a m _i n o r , statusseeking, middle-class citizen,
with perfect control. Both are
convmcmg. and stamp the
characters permanently on
our minds. ,
First.shown as a double bill' ,
Off-Broadway in 1960_, the
plays can be seen -Off.
Nebraska at 901 E Bird St.
Thursday, Friday~aqd- Saturday. Curtain timetis 8,:30 p:m . . .

,
Hours:
pm

COLD.FEET?

TRY OUR

. MO.N.~WU~. '.'.

MOCCASINS - HIS & HERS

._·:wE· SPECIALIZE· IN

9 A.M.-9 P.M.··

SANDAL SHOP

CUBA.N &·J;>ASTRAMI

306 N. DALE MABRY

. _' -S~DWICHES
A(SO··,

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO
POSTER
SIZE-G..
own

!

CHICKEN·BOX

your
Phofo poster. Send. any Black •nd Whit• or
Color i!hoto. Ah~ 1ny n,wsp,p,r :or maguTn, photo.
PERFECT -POP,·.ART.
A szs.ao· Yaf■- for

Poii.t ~~td ~ "melled In. ,sturdv
1Vbe.Ongm1lrllvrntdund-ed.
Add~ f« pol~• Ind -~ling
for 1:AOI Jltrn otclnd, Met l.oc•l

Siles Tile, No C.O.D. '$end

assh or _t.\.~. To:

cht~

·2x·3·Ft s3so
•

PHOTO: MAG1c· . ,,...

:

·

•

S,UQr,IARINES & PIZZA

.

·

·
.
3x4 Pr.-$7.50
for2x3Ft, Potttronly$3.50

9228.56th St. Ph. 988-6559 '..

210 l.-2Jrcl ·St., Depr. C•10D. New Yor~, N,Y. 10010

Dealer in uiries invited

ALL MAKES & MO~ELS

10% OFF ON PARTS
TO USF STUDENTS
PHONE 932-1559

10701 -A NEBRASKA AYE.

·for MOM
Give her the gift that keeps on giving

• • • The University of South Florida ·Yearbook; The -Aegean
0

TOTAL COST

$1.00
limit 1/student .

$6 for seco~d copy

SHRIMP·.aox .

FREE

a Beautiful
Christmas Card that
announces your gift.
-=·-::~:::::::/:: .-.-.

· · Surprise someone

special ~his year • . •.

Give the

Aegean
50c mails the·Aegean anywhere in the
USA.

II
-·, Ii
:::r

;;!:i::::::!1

· - -:,-.~:-:::-:::«~=::=:~::

Reservations will be available in
University Center or in Aegean office Wednesday-Friday.

Only Bic would dore to torment o beauI): like this. Not the girl. ..
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky cord players and other rich campus
sociolites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks foo l you. Despite horri ble punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll ·find in the new .Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic-pens, writes first time, every time .. . no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Watermon•Bic Pen Corporation, Milford, Connecticut 06'60
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In This Issue
3

AT AGE 15 HE'S ALMOST DONE . . . a student, who began studies at
USF when he was 13 years ·old re-fleets, on campus life. _

4

DANCING: FUN AND TIRED FEET •.. a pictorial on an up and coming
source of enjoyment and. exercise for many students.

6

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF EDUCATION COURSES ... A USF graduate
writes about why she left the Coll;ge of Education ·and there's a brief
comment from a Co!le~~ of Educa·tion spokesman.

6

CAMPUS L~UGH-IN . ·.. some cartoons depictihg humorous episodes in
and around the University.
·
·

7

HOW OLD IS PUPPETRY . . . . Russ Whaley, Theatre Arts department
chairman, writes abo!1t the b'a ckground of puppetry and its- impact
in modern theatre.

8

PHOTOGRAPHY AS ART . . . creaHve . phptography · of students taki ng
photo cour~es as a req _u irement for ~ fin;'- arts degree.

10

VOYAGE TO THE POOL BOTTOM .. .. a look at what a fish would see if
· one was in US F's big physical edu~atiort pool. · . .
~.

11

THE WORLD .. QF FASHION . . .. a look at a f~w of the outfits that will
be popula'r this winter season around the :na~ion's ·colleges.

•

OFF
EVERYTHING IN
THE STORE!!

.

.

(except teitbooks and "X" hems)

~

..
.

'

·'

12

THE BIRTH ·OF .A USF CONCERT
. ...· a ·student musician talks about the
amount of work and rehearsals that go into a concert.

14

THE BEARDED ONES ... some . pictures on a new fad called beard growing with some reflections· of why they're grown and what sort of people
~ear them.
·

\

Photog ra·p hy

.

reeli~gl
.\

Loran Meares, Nelson Medina, USF art students, Anthony Zappone
;,

Art
Ted Starr, Cecil Colson, George Stewart

About The Magazine
The Oracle Magazine, °'supplemental to .the Oracle, official
campus _newspaper, is published by the Office of Campus Publications, University of South Florida, University Center, .Tampa,
Florida · 33620 through the facilities of The Times Publi shi·ng
Comp'a ny, . St. Petersburg, Florida.
0

Q
Q

On The Cover ·
Top fashion photographer Nelson Medina worked with model
Zana Clay many hours to come up with the color cover picture, which
this magazine is proud to display. Medina is a former weatherman for
television station WTVT who left to undertake a photography career.

USF Bookstore

.

Alan Urban,
Associate Editor
.

-

Anthony Zappone, Contributing Editor

Prof. Walter Griscti, General Manager
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson, Publisher
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At Age 15

At age 15, Joe Weintraub is already
through his math major with a straight "A"
average and hopes to enter graduate school
.
in the near future.
The prodigy, who conducts himself in the
simplest fashion and whose mature manner
disguises his age, spends a great deal of time
in the pool hall or playing cards because
things get dull for him academically.
He began his college career pc;1.rt time in
1967 when · he was 13. This was after one of
his junior high school teachers discovered his
amazing ability to pick up compliGated math
problems and work them with· relative· ease
after being showed the method of 01>era tion
only once.
, Joe went to Madison Jr. High School in ·
Tampa and his math teacher there gave him
a series of tests which uncovered his unusual
trait. She encouraged him to go to USF part
time to take math courses. He's never made
below an "A."
He doesn't seem to mind not ever having
gone to high school since he left the ninth
grade to attend USF full time.

"I still see all my friends from school on
weekends a·nd after I'm through here," Joe
said. ''I do miss out on a lot of things socially
but I still keep in contact with the high
school kids.
"Academically, I would have been so
bored if I had stayed in high school."
Things got so simple for Joe that he even ·
helped a math teacher with some problems
he had to do for a night course at USF.
Joe's already finished the requirements
for a math major and is now concentrating
on graduate courses in the mathematics
•field. He hopes someday to attend graduate
school and perhaps eventually teach, although he hasn't definitely made up his mind
yet.
"The math just seems to come naturally
to me, I didn't know it would be so easy for
me until I tried it. There are a lot of people
really know until they just happen to try
SO_!Ilething out ,and see. I guess you could go
through a whole lifetime and not know what
you can do really great."
If you need Joe to help you with some

math problems, he's available as a paid
math tutor in the department's study hall.
He enjoys showing others how to do problems but admits they don't come as easy to
others as they did to him.·
Reflecting on the way he was accepted at
USF when he began classes at 13, Joe said
most of the people didn't know how old he
was until somebody told them. When his papers came back in class, they always had A's
on them and some of the students began to
wonder. When they found out they were outdone by a 13-year-old, it was quite a shock.
The time
spends studying varies from
quarter to quarter depending on his course
load and the subjects he takes. He said an
average of 25 hours a week are spent with
books. "It takes a lot of work getting good
grades," Joe said.
Not only does he ace the math department, but English, biology, and all other
courses come to ·him with academic ease. He
· believes the secret is concentration and hard
work and determination to excel in whateve~
a person starts.
Joe doesn't know what he, eventually warits
to do arid plans to "leave that open for the
time being."
·
He will try his iuck' at obtaining a graduate fellowship to undertake -studies in math
and · other technical fields and there isn't
much reason why he shouldn't succeed.

he
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A lot of · students who don'~ want to go into ,it prQfessionally
.take the dance courses offered
by .the physical education .de:,
partinent for fun, exercise, and
. practice-in coordin~tion . .
The instructor is· Mis:, Constance Culp, a USF graduate.
All movement in · class is
dance' whether warm-up; axial,
·or ·Ioeomotion movements. · The
~mphasis ·is on energy flow
from one movement to the next.
Technique is taught as a discipline so the dancer may .learn 1
to control energies so the .body
moves in the desired way.
,'
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-
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'

' . . ..
•,
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\

The first few classes are
spent exploring funilamenial
· ' movements, the hop, skip, walk,
· '. leap, jump, etc. Later, more ad-vanced techniques are learned.

I

, The beginning .dancers experi.. ; ence movement qualities of var. iolli! degrees and develop an
awareness 9f ~imc, space, and
rhythm.
·
.An Oracle magazine photogra. pher vjsited· $Orne of Miss Culp's
classes in session· as well as a
class· . in USF's newly established department of dance in
the Fine' Ai;-ts division~ the fruits'
of which are displayed on these
pages. ·
I
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!,l/The UpS '· and oown s of Education ·cour ses
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article was
written earlier this year as an assignment for a
feature writing class. It was not meant to be a letter 1:o the editor but rather an article elaborating
on the reasons the author chose for leaving the
College of Education.
The writer was Julie Wilson, who is presently
working in the Women's Department of the Jacksonville Times-Union. A reply by College of Education assistant dean Raymond A. Urbanek follows-.
The Oracle also encourages students to write in response to the article.

Educators, ·you have lost my services as a
teacher . and as a colleague. And what's
more, you will be losing thousands of other
students like me this year.
I will graduate in June, and although I
spent three-and-a-half years preparing to
teach I have no plans ,to do so. I have left the
college of Education and have entered liberal
arts as an English major.
Although my eleventh hour change is
probably not typical, my reason for changing
is likely to be the reason why so many students shun education.
That reason is simple: education curriculum is "rinky-dink." It offers little challenge
to the intellect; it is dull; and it teache~ very
little. Yet at the same time, it is overwhelmingly frustrating.
"Ah," you say, "a disgruntled· student
who couldn't make the grade." No, I had a
straight "A" average in my education cours-es. While many who plan education curricu-

lums may scream in protest at these statements, I believe that thousands of college
students will say the same thing.
I found little challenge in the education
courses because there was little in them. The
content of the courses was so vague that
there was nothing to grab onto. One could
easily pass the courses merely by going
through motions of coming to class and using
common sense when taking exams.
I am not saying the courses were easy.
They were often difficult, but only because
they demanded so much "busy" work. I have
never spent so much time learning so little
as I did in education classes.
It is little wonder that students in other .
areas, as well as the general public, often accuse the poor education major of having a
" craft mentality."
However, the lack ot' active cognition
wasn't my biggest area of discontent. Education courses were also very frustrating. This
was partly due to the fact that professors
frequently did not "practice what they
taught."·
I remember a professor in educational
. psychology who scuffed into class the first day
and said he did not really care if we came or
not. As a matter of fact, if we were smart we
would go fishing because that was what HE
wanted to do. After his lecture, I decided that
it probably would have been best for everyone if he had gone fisp.ing.
After class I read the text for the course.
Ironically,· its opening chapter stressed the •
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FLAME- BROILE D

!•·I BIG SHEF
II
33c
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Reguluty 45c

I
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I

Twice-as-much-beef (ALL beef,
too) ••• ta1ff Kraft cheese •••
fresh CJ'"" lettuce • • • our tasty
special sauce. ·The lofty giant
c1ec:~ec1 anc1 triple • good
Hot-Meal-On-A-Bun!
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Offer good only thru
Dec. 24th at these
stores:

'I

••
I
•I

• HRRACE PLAZA

56th St. N., Temple Terrace ·
• 7540 W, HILLSBORO

at Town and Country
• DALE MABRY BL VD.

opp. Britton Plaza
• 1502 N. FLORIDA AVE.
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importance of a teacher starting classes off
with a bang and getting his students fired up
with his own enthusiasm.
· This incident, and many others like it,
brought to mind the old saying, ''People who
can, do. People who can't, teach. P~ple who
can't teach, . teach teachers." Of course, this
is not always the case, but it seems to hap- •
pen far too often.
Anotber frustrating ~spect of be'ing ·a .
member of th~ college of education is that so
many of one's fellow students are such dead
heads. They do not want to teach; they
aren't interested in much of anything in education; and all they want is a grade and a degree. They also want security, and e'ducation
offers them a haven.
It is insulting to the person who wants to
teach to listen to a student saying, "No, I
don't want to teach, but I can't think of anything else to do." If this is · the ,Professionalism which is talked about so much in education circles, I want no part of it.
Of course, this is not a blank denuncjation
of all parts of education curriculums. However, considering the dire need for teachers, I
think far too many potentially good tea'chers
are slipping· away due to faulty curriculums
and teaching at the u niversity level.
So, educators, you have lost me. And I
have lost you, which 'is really a shame, isn't
it?

A ·Reply
Miss Wilson's letter appears to be an emotional ·expression of her' personal feelings and .
. I accept it as an accurate and honest account
of those feelings. However, .one stould not
accept feelings as facts or emotiol)ally motivated comments as evidence of truth .
I should ·like to point out that the letter is
a mixture · of truth . and half-truth; fact and
feeling; sense and nonsense. The only possible rebuttal of this emotionally loaded letter
would be a diatribe in kind and this would be
of no value to the parties concerned.
I will choose to answer only Miss Wilson's
last que~tion' . . . I want to make it perfectly
clear that my answer to the question is not
based on fact but represents a personal feeling. My answer is "I am not.so·sure this is a
shame." I answer in this way because I feel
it is better to discover that teaching is not for
you· than to persist in an unhappy situation.
-:-Raymond A. Urbanek .

.,.....,.
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lnexpen.sive m~terials and a few short steps can bring a p.!Jppet

into th~ world for hours of pleasure in productions.

_,

When was the puppet born?
the board and moved his leg in such a way
that the figures danced while he accompaHistorical evidence proves that the puppet
nied their steps with music from a bag-pipe,
is as old as civilization itself, for in the ·
or pipe and tabor.
tombs of the ancient Greeks .have been found
terra-cotta dolls with articulated limbs, and
The term "marionette" -came into use
similar figures with an iron control-rod projduring ·. the seventh century, and is usualecting vertically from the head in the manly applied to the full-length joined puppet
ner of the Sicilian puppet. There ar;e also numanipulated by strings overhead; its etymolmerous references in the works of classical
ogy is still obscure. There are many referPlato, and Xenophon, to figures worked by
ences to puppets in the words of Shakespeare
the pulling of strings. .
·
and Ben Johnson. Milton ls said to have conceived inspiration. for his Paradise Lost after
So far as the modern world is concerned,
witnessing
a puppet version of the story of
there is little doubt that the puppet was born
Adam and Eve. It was the custom then for
in Italy and introduced to neighboring
the ~howmaq to stand in front of 'the theatre
countries by traveling Italian showmen,
and explain the action. The productions were
whose puppet performances were afterwards
generally moral plays or represei:ita tions of
imitated and adapted to suit national tastes.
topical events.
The term "puppet" is derived from the Italian pupa meaning a doll.
By the_seventeenth century puppet performances began to improve and were well paThe puppet was used early in Italy by the
tro:,;iized. In France there were the gloveChurch for the representation of the mystery
puppets.
of the Nativity and for · other important
· In Germany at this period there were
events in the life of Christ. From the Church
many
puppet showmen.
the puppets went out into the world to enterIn
England the puppet· theatre was pa.tain both nobleman and peasant, the perfortronized
by Charles .II and his Court'. The
mances being given ·by showmen, who set up
king
not
only gave his patronage but also
their "castelli," or small portable bobths, in
granted
a
license to play at Charing Cross to
palace or street as occasion afforded, the figAntonio
di
Voto, a welli..known Italian pupures used being glove puppets. The name
pet-master, whose show was also admired by
"castella" meaning .a castle, . is doubtless
John Evelyn as ~e .records in his Diary. Anderived from the booth's resemblance to one,
other fam9us diarist, Samuel ~epys, records
the puppet appearing. above the battlements_..
on May 9, 1662, that he went to Covent Ga·rThe operator spoke in a kind of whistling
den to look at a picture "thence to see an
voice, due to the use of a "pivetta" or tube
Italian puppet play . . . the best that ever I
concealed in the mouth, by which he adjusted,. .
saw."
·
his tone to · suit the character presented, a
On Oct.-8 this puppeteer, known as Signor
_male, female, or comic; the · script of the
Bologna' alias Pollicen~lla, performed with
play being marked in •colours as a guide to
great success before the king at Whitehall.
the operator when to alter his tone of speech.
The hero o_f Bolgona's show. was Pollicenella.
The colours used were red for a female,blue
This new character, dressed in white Italian
for a male, and green for a comic voice.
costume, with his squat figure and big belly,
The inhabitants of Europe in the Middle
became in the eighteenth century the Punch
Ages were •certainly familiar with the gloveof every puppet play, eventually acquiring a
puppet, for jugglers and mountebanks us·ed
humped back and hooked nose inclining to
to produce them from beneath their cloaks to
meet the cleft chin. About 1750 his dress was
delight their .audiences.
changed to the traditional red and ·yellow
By the sixth century, wandering musicians, who picked up a living at the various .
motley of the English jester. Early in the cenfairs, or performed at.the wayside while trav, tur:y: he was a timid brow-beaten character;
eling between towns, were attracting attenonly later did he -become the aggressive viltion with a new form of elementary puppet
lain we know so well.
called in France "marionnetta a la plan~
Throughout the next cent.u ry Mr.· Punch
chette.'' This consisted of a short plank with
became the star of street performances of the
an upright post at one end, to which was at- '
glove-puppet drama. There was little plot,
tached a piece of string threaded through
the performance .being mainly slapstick. The
two jointed figures and ending in a slip-knot.
- characters were generally limited to four:
The musician, having gathered his audience,
Punch; Joan, his wife; the Devil; and the
placed the P,lank on the ground, slipped the
Doctor, or a Constable. In time the characloop around his leg, then placed his foot on
ters increased t; fourteen - eleven persons

and three . animals: Punch; Joan or Judy;·
Judy's Ghost; Baby; Doctor; Negro; Beadle
or other Officer ·of the Law; Hangman or:
Jack Ketch; Devil; Clown; Toby (sometimes
a puppet dog, sometimes a performing 'dog) ;
~orse or Donkey; and Crocodile.
The marionette showmen, finding busin~ss declining at the fairs and being shunned
by theatre managements, retaliated by
adapting for performance by marionettes
well-known melodramas such as ''Black-Eyed
Susan," . '.' Maria Martin," "Sweeney Todd,"'
and "Uncle Tom's Cabin," with which they
toured the country. Some of these fit-up theatres, loaded on wagons, were elaborate and
capable of holding several hundred persons.
By the eighteenth century puppet-plays
became m .o r e elaborate in treatment
and presentation, and many prominent
members of the aristocracy had their own
private the/iltres. For instance, Prince Esterhazy, at his palace of Eisenstadt, present•
ed during 1773-1780 five marionette operet•
tas, for which Haydn composed the music:·
so · charming were these that the Empress
Maria Theresa commanded a performance
to be given at her palace at Schronbrun.

Russ Whaley finishes making rod puppet.
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FROM THE SKY
By adolph autham.

f

"EMPTY EMPTY"
By jack breit

· SWIVELNO.21

By alan urban

OPEN DOOR POLICY
;;;;-.::

~~E
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· By loarn meares
.,

Photography As- Art
'·

I

BRING FORTH YOUR FLOWERS AND MACHINERY
By liza w. wright

\

'

Photography is making headway as an ·
accepted form of art. It is a ~ique outlet of
expression for the perfectionist, whose keen
eye and technical ability enable him to record
reality in a new light.
This quarter, for the first time, _a course
in photography is being required of all art
Inajors. Being stressed is the student's perception for• art in real things and the ability
to put these on film .. Technical values are
subordinate to artistic and aesthetic values.
Some of the work.done by these students
. is on this page.

PSYCHEDELIA

' . By jack breit
\

.POUBLE -EXI'OSURE

·. By loran meares

.

..
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If fish were in USF's pool, they'd get views like · thi; as shapely coeds swim the length during PE -class.

Voyage to the -P ool Bottom_
.
,
It's all the way to the bottom for a rugged swimmer.

If you can't swim, you
can't graduate from USF.
That's why many students frequent the hea-ted
indoor pool at the Physical Education building.
They can enjoy all the
swimming they want in
privacy . . . or at least
' that's what some -of them
thought until recently
when they dove in and·
found
photographer
Loran Meares snapping
away at them.
Some were camera
shy, others most cooperative. The-pictures on this
page are jq.st a few from
Meares' collection.

Partially submerged coeds try various ~tr~kes in supedarge pool.
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Coed comes up for air after big di~e.

Palm puts shadow on, Marian Whitehurst
and knitted cap.

The World
.

'

Of .Fashion ..: .
•

Just as the stock market fluctuates daily, so do the whims of today's fashion world. Yesterday it
was the mini and micro dress, today it's the loose pants suit; and
tomorrow perhaps the granny dress
may be in style~ ·
On ~ampus, anything goes and,
although most coeds at USF dress
both con~ervatively and conven-

11
11
Pants suit. cap, and overcoat are in this winter. _

Lightning strikes fancy pant~ suit with wide tie.

tionally, . occasional deviations
from the usual wearing apparel is
a refreshing change.
On .this page, Marian Whitehurst .
and Zana Clay model a few outfits
you can watch for this winter fash- ·
ion season. ·
Fashions were courtesy of Maas
·
Bros. downtown store.

Dark formal wear blends into background. Zan~ Clay, model.
I,
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Of A -· usF ·Concert
'• . .

f

•

•

.

•

By Ken Sin.gleton
The audience becomes hushed as the conductor strides to the podium. He bows to tJ'}e '
audience and turns to face his performers.
His baton descends and the concert begins.
hat follows from the audience standpoint i~ 90 minutes of musical ~njoym~nt, ·a
seemingly spontaneous creation of sound on
behalf o~ the . conductor · and his musician.s.
But from the performers' point of v~ew the concert is the result of hours of ·planning,
~eeks of rehearsing,' and Y,ears ,of ~us~c~l
training.
· USF music organizations p:resenl 175 performances a year. The most recent was by
the Concert Band Ensemble on Nov. 24 in the
Theatre. The 50-piece Ensemble, under the
leadership of Dr. Gale Sperry, director pf
-er.sity .Bands, performs arourid 20 tim~s
a year.
·Commentin~ on concert preparation, '
Sperry emphasizes the importance of . per-: ·
forming near the end of the quarter, be<;,!ause
o( the "need for a culminating activity. " .
. Sperry consider~ himself an educator first

and a performer second. When ·choosing music for a concert,' he first considers th_e educational n~eds, and abilities qf his performers,
the majority of, whom are music majo~s. At
the ,same time, the music ·.m ust ~atisfy the
audience. Because ·most mu~ie for b~nd has
been written in the last 50_years, Spe,rry emphasizes the use of ·contemporary music.
~

•

I

'

Once the music. is chosen, ·it is; important
that it be p·e~iormed in in order.that is suUable to both Ensem,ble and audierice.' Sperry
concert with
likes to . begin each half' 'of
it w.ith ~he
follow
and
'fairly simple :music
most difficult. On the Nov_. ·24 . c;9ncert the
~o~t challenging works were-'Strau~$' "Don
Juan" and Gould's "Symphony-for Band." In
both cases they were played second on their
respective concert halfs. Spe:rry p:refers to
close the concert ha1ls with less cha'llenging
. '
.
.
.
compositions. ·.

a

. After the music is selected, : intensive re-,
hearsal begin~ three one-half ·to' 4 vyeeks before the performance. Each .. composition
''must be viewed as.a whote, -eyen in rehearsal," accordjrig to Sperry. Fd~tio!}s ·_of a work
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are rigidly rehearsed; ·but" emphasis is. placed
on under~tandjng the music in its entirety.
Around seven and one-half hours are spent in
rehearsal for every hour in concert.
Each member of the Concert Band Ensemble is expected to learn· his part" through
private practice, so that rehearsal time may
be used to coordinate all the individual parts
into a musical whole. Stude_n ts often practice
their parts in pairs, or in faculty-conducted
sectional rehearsals.
On Nov. 24 the Concert Band Ensemble
played its concert before an appreciative-audience. But a polished performance, sue~_as
the one the Ensemble presented, is possible
only through intensive preparation on behalf
of' the director and all his musictans . . ·
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"All I can hear is sonie 9uy whistling."
Page- 13
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The ·. 1
·aeard ed.
Ones
1

What's in• a beard?
A thing you need to w'e ar -with neckties?
That omamental excrement which groweth beneath the chin . ~ . Thomas Fuller. Nature's way of saying, "You n1>ed a shave."
A beard can be a drive for individualism,
a search for identity in a world of conformity
and numbers Some look good with beards,
o,thers' bad. They're the hippy's way of saying_,
"I'm too busy protesting the war to shave."
It's a personal, individual chioce in a free,
democratic society. Shown . here are some
beards seen aro.und campus. Pick your favo·rite.
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